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World Bank Efforts in Bosnia-
Conflict-Solving Through
Reconstruction
W T orld Bank involvement inthe and exchanges of fire across the front They are literally working day andnight,

reconstruction ofBosniahas lines in Sarajevo were a daily routine. notwithstanding that almost all are just
beensignificantlysteppedup But even in these circumstances we emerging from personal tragedies, loss

since the December donor meeting in saw the incredible determination of our of family members, children, mothers.
Brussels agreed to mobilize a $500 mil- Bosnian partners to rebuild the country. On top of that they live in very hard
lion aid package in war-tom Bosnia over
the first quarter of 1996. This is to be What's inside
followed by a longer-term, $5 billion Sarajevo-AClose-up. Transitioneditor DanielGrosandAlfredSteinherr, "Winds
program. The Bank recently opened a RichardHirschler recentlyvisitedthetor- ofChange: EconomicTransitioninCen-
field office in Sarajevo, headed by Di- mented city. (page 4) tral and Eastern Europe, " reviewed by
rector Rory O'Sullivan. World Bank del- Ulrich Zachau. The book is policy-ori-
egations to the Bosnian capital are ar- Wage Convergence to Western Levels: ented and eminently readable. (page 12)
riving in rapid succession to assess HowSoon?Thetransitioneconomiesneed

rapid-in many instances double digit- QuotationoftheMonth: "TheHungarian
damages and design reconstruction pro- growth to catchup with the comparators' Public Must Be Better Informed About
grams. Central and East Europe De- income level, warnBrian Pinto andUma the Available Options." World Bank's
partment Division Chief Michel Noel, Ramakrishnan. (page 6) RobertoRochaclarifiesthevariousnisin-
who is directly involved in the Bosnia terpretations of the pension reform pro-
reconstruction efforts, spoke to Transi- AcceneratingLaborMarketChangesin posals. (page 14)

recontrucion efort, spoe toSlovenia-Overall Lessons. Encourage
tion editor Richard Hirschler about the reallocation of labor and spreadthe costs Milestonesof Transition (page 16)
latest developments. equitably among the population, suggests

the author, Milan Vodopivec. (page 8) WorldBank/IMFAgenda(page2l)
Q. You were in Sarajevo for the first
Q.m last Deere,in Sarajevo fothead ofiBooks of the Month: John Eatwell, Conference Diary (page 23)
time last December, as head of a Michael Ellman, Mats Karlsson, Mario
World Bank mission there. What Nuti, and Judith Shapiro, "Transforma- NewBooksandWorkingPapers
were your most vivid impressions? fion and Integration: Shaping the Fu- (page 26)

ture of Central and Eastern Europe"
A. When we started our fieldwork last reviewedbyMartin Schrenk. The authors Bibliography of SelectedArticles
December, it was before the arrival of advocate acombination offree enterprise (page30)
the IFOR groups. The truce was still initiative andstate intervention. (page 10)
extremely fragile, tensions were high, Reader's Survey (page 31)
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The World Bank/PRDTE

conditions. When we returned, the en- The emergency recovery project will be full-fledged multibillion dollar recon-
tire team felt an unshakable commit- followed by a series of sectoral projects, structionprogram. It would include both
ment to give them our very best. also on an emergency basis. These will policy-based operations to support the

include rehabilitation ofthe gas, power, economic transformation, and recon-
Q. What are the major new develop- and heating supply, repair of the shat- struction projects in all sectors of the
ments in the World Bank's assis- tered water distribution networks, re- economy. At first we could provide
tance program? construction ofthe transport grid, resto- concessional IDA credits, but as the

ration of waste management, removal economy picks up, Bosnia could very
A. The Bank decided to help Bosnia of mines, and revitalization of agricul- quickly qualify for World Bank lending.
before it becomes a member of the ture. Beforethe war, per capita GDP in Bosnia
World BankGroup. Inthis first phase of was $2,000, four times as high as at
support, we set up a Bosnia Recon- More specifically, on March 28, the present. The average level of skill and
structionTrustFund-to channela$125 Board of Directors will discuss Trans- education is high in Bosnia. Therefore,
million concessional loan under IDA once internal conditions stabilize, a sig-
terms (no interest, thirty-five to forty nificant economic rebound could be in
years' maturity with a ten-year grace the cards. Right now, the major chal-
period) and $25 million in grant money. - lenge is to ensure the safe and free
The fund will be managed by the IDA _ movement of people and goods within
and financed from the profits of the the country.
IBRD. This $150 million will be the
World Bank's share out of a total of Q. Thus, the first phase of the Bank's
about $520 million, pledged during the program is dominated by the re-
Brussels donor meeting on December quirements of reconstruction and
20-21. Over the next three months the the second stage is policy-oriented?
money will be committed to the most
urgent reconstruction needs, and dis- A. In the first phase we are launching a
bursed in twelve to eighteen months. series of emergency projects, but we

have also started discussions on privati-
Q. Can you detail these needs? portation, Water and Sewerage, and zation of banks and enterprises. The

Farm Reconstruction projects, having a second phase will start with the pro-

a $160 million emergency recovery total cost of $250 million. In April an- posed structural adjustment creditwhich
project to which the trust fund for the other three projects will be brought to will focus on public finance reform as

projettowichtherust fund fr t the Board: districtheating, rehabilitation well as bank and enterprise restructur-
reconstruction of Bosnia contributes $45 g,
million. The project had been approved of war victims, and educational devel- ing.
byllion. The Bardofector oadben Februy opment. The total cost of these invest-
by the Board of Directors on February
29, and its implementation has already ments will cometo another $150 million. Q All this requires lots of money.
began. It has four components: Priority reconstruction needs un-
b Financing of emergency imports, to Q. And what about the second phase der the program are estimated at
provide food, medicine, and indispens- of support? $5.1 billion over the next three to
ablpro refoo, parts and equipment s four years, and commitments of $1.8
able spared parts and e querpripment.rh l A. It will start once Bosnia becomes a billion are needed for the first year.

banks and local NGOs to jump-start member of the World Bank Group, and The Bank not only cosponsors the
banksction and loa NGosb to j -rt clears its arrears. The country has in- aid efforts and acts as economicproduction and get people back to work.

* Assistance to key government institu- herited some $500 million of debt ar- consultant to the Bosnian govern-
tions, to help them resume operation rears from the former Yugoslavia. Since ment, but also tries to coordinate
(provision of equipment and tolerable the Bosnian government accepted the the efforts and ambitions of the in-
working conditions) and rehabilitatetheir plan to clear the arrears which was ternational donors. With how much
education and health systems. proposed by the Board of Governors, success?
* Provision ofminimum income support membership became imminent. As a
for the most disadvantaged through set- member, Bosnia will be able to settle it's A. The pledges made in Brussels are
forgthe most disadvantaed. through set- debt and then the Bank can move into a currently being translated into actualting up a social fund.
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commitments forthe specific emergency At the third level, within the federation, the political framework for the contact
projects. The next donor meeting in ten cantons have to be set up as regional between the country's various entities
Brussels in mid-April, will require allthe subdivisions by the end of March 1996, and international organizations.
coordinatcd cfforts of the EU and the as specified in the Dayton agreement.
World Bank to generate longer-term At this point only three cantons are op- Q. Still, the big question remains:
commitments from the international do- erational. The cantons will play a key How can the international commu-
nors. In particular, we will seek firm role in delivering World Bank services, nity, and the World Bank in particu-
pledges amountingto$1.2 billion forthe including social services. The fourth level lar, prevail over the deep-seated
remainder of 1996. Meanwhile, in are the municipalities. animosity and mistrust among the
Bosnia-"on the ground"-things are Serbs, Muslims, and Croats?
moving ahead. A number of sectoral Q. How can the Bank avoid dealing
task forces are being formed, to be with indicted war criminals during A. Building the federation is proving to
chaired by a donor with comparative these operations? be very difficult. A goal full of risks.
advantage. For example, in telecommu- Constant efforts are required to stay on
nications the EBRD would delegate the A. The Bank only works with intema- course. If the various entities get ac-
chairperson, in bank and enterprise re- tionally recognized governments and of tively involved in the reconstruction ef-
structuring, the World Bank. Rory course we do not deal with indicted war forts, it will substantially reduce ten-
O'Sullivan, our Resident Representa- criminals. It does not mean that we sions and restore mutual confidence
tive, is chairing the task force that will cannot approach local authorities any- between the communities. Reconstruc-
coordinate the countrywide reconstruc- where in the country to set up practical tion money is an important policy tool.
tion efforts. projects to meet basic needs ofthe poor. We hope that shifting people's attention

But our contacts with various agencies from conflict and repression toward
Q. Taking into account the complex and groups in the country are closely reconstruction and economic recovery
political structure of Bosnia- coordinated with Carl Bildt, UN High willbringthepartiestogether. This could
Herzegovina, the Bank has to deal Representative for Bosnia. He is a key be the World Bank's most important
with a number of government bod- person as he received a mandate under contribution to peace and prosperity in
ies. Will this complicate the aid the Dayton peace agreement to shape Bosnia.
process?

"The Whole Country Is Just One Big Opportunity"
A. Institution-building has just begun,
and for the time being there are quite a "I don't think there has been anything than 200 business executives represent-
few uncertainties. We are dealing with quite like this since the reconstruction of ing telecommunications companies, and
four levels o Germany after the Second World War," engineering and transportation firms. A

ofurlevels orgovernment,dependngon saidKevinMannion,aseniorofficialwith trade company, CMMAInternational, has
the kind of support we want to provide. the International Management Group, a begunpublishing the Bosnia Reconstruc-
The Bosnia-Herzegovina Government, nonprofit organization financed by the tion Newsletter, a collection offacts about
the top executive body, is establishing EU that is a principal consultant to the the extent of damage in the country and
key state institutions, such as the central World Bank for the reconstruction of hints about where future aid money might

bank, the state's ministryofBosnia. Meanwhile, the Washington Post come from.
bank, the state's ministry of finance, reportsthattoagrowingnumberofexecu-
and the ministry of foreign affairs. We tives, Bosnia looks a lot like a cash cow, The World Bank and the EU propose
will help with these efforts and, besides, and many are eager to start milking it. spending $5.1 billion over three to four
will support improvements in budget Billionsofdollarsinaidhavebeenpledged years on such programs as schools, health
planning and management and in cus- to Bosnia from various sources, and to clinics, agriculture, manufacturing, essen-

scores of U.S. companies the country's tial services (for example, rebuilding andtoms and tax administration. At the next shellhole-strewn highways and bombed- maintaining power plants and lines), and
level, the separate governments of the out buildings represent a chance that a mine clearing. The Bosnian government
Croat-Bosnian Federation and the Serb few snipers aren't going to ruin. has a list of some 700 projects tobe tackled
Entity will have their own branch minis- andthe World Bank has worked up abud-
tries, responsible for specific sectors. "The whole country isjust onebig oppor- get that goes into meticulous detail, in-
Consequently, these will be our partners tunity," a representative from Bosnia's cluding$7.4millionforninetydumptrucksConsequently, these will be our partners Chamber of Commerce is quoted as say- and $500,000 for one lot of street lights.
for delivering our sector projects in the ingat a Washington seminarthisweek on Officials acknowledge that this is just the
respected areas. business opportunities in the reconstruc- beginning.

tion of Bosnia. The seminar drew more
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Sarajevo-A Close Up
Impressions from a Tormented City

"Welcome to Hell" that is how visitors to commercial buildings, and besides, it S.C. Factory for Footwear and Gallantry,
weregreetedonlyafewmonthsago upon symbolized normal life. The assailants' located right downtown, continued to
arriving in Sarajevo. Have things really grenades and bullets rained down on produce shoes during the worstperiod of
changed?-this concernedtraveler won- Sarejevo, with terrible effect, gutting the the siege. They smuggled raw hide into
dered, setting foot on the patchy tarmac national library, burning the post office, Sarajevo through the "tunnel" -the nar-
at the international airport. Ijoined the destroying fifty of the city's sixty-five row-almostonekilometerlong-under-
World Bank's "macro team," which vis- trams. The windows of the hotel, as in ground shaft. This sole link with the out-
ited the Bosnian capital in late February almost every building in the city, are side worldran under the airport's runway
tomakefinalarrangementsbefore trans- covered with plastic. (Glaziers can make and skirted enemy lines. It was used
fer of the first big credit package, the a fortune these days.) Nevertheless, for mainly at night to bring in food, medi-
$160million emergencyrecoveryproject, hoteliers it's a seller's market: Holiday cine, and people who came to provide
and toprepare the Bank's new structural Inn can charge 300 deutsche marks a help. (Young professionals invited to at-
adjustment credit. With the lack ofcom- night. (Everythingismeasuredinmarks- tend training in the West also left and
mercial flights, the World Bank team, the dollar is less welcome. The planned returnedthrough the tunnel.) Thefactory
like the uniformed IFOR troops, was at currencyboardwillbase its operations on could not send the shoes out of the city
the mercy of the whimsical service pro- deutschemarkreserves.)But, thehotelat and so they stocked some of them, and
vided by "Maybe Airline", the makeshift least canprovide running water uninter- distributed others to the population,
air-shuttle that flies military planes be- ruptedelectricity, andheating, amenities through financing provided by various
tween Sarajevo and Zagreb. This late that should be appreciated For city resi- aid agencies.
February afternoon the airport and the dents, water and gas are still supplied
cityseemed quiet andpeaceful, and only every other day, andelectricityconsump- The Shoe Factory's Woes
the massive piles ofsandbags around the tion is erratic, besides being limitedto six
devastated terminal reminded us of the kilowatt hours per householdper day. Theplant's half-empty assembly halls are
siege that paralyzed Sarajevo for three- rem in de rs that de spite huge demand, even
and-a-half,years. As we left the airport, ButSarajevansarenotcomplaining.Any- good companies are unable tojumpstart
we passed an unending convoy of Serbs thing is better than the past three-and-a- production, as the country's economy is
fleeing the surrounding suburbs. They halfyears, whenfamiliesfought to sur- stillparalyzed, andthe danger ofmoving
were leaving behindguttedhomes, com- vive, eating weeds to get badly needed goods, orof travelingacrossthecountry,
munalbuildings,factories-andthe illu- vitamins; burning shoes, clothes, any- is still considerable. The factory's well-
sion that Sarajevo can become a thing, to get some heat and bake the daily trained, prewar workforce of 650 has
multiethnic city in a multiethnic state. bread Somehow, manySarajevan house- been reducedto 250. Those who have not

holds did survive, and miraculously, so been laid off are receiving, on average,
Journey Downtown did quite afew factories in the city The about DM 100 a month, with another DM

The road downtown is lined with endless
rows ofhigh-rise apartments, riddledwith
bullets and antiaircraft shells, still hid-
den behind protective barricades of
moundedcontainers, concreteslabs, any-
thing that could shield the residents.
Crowds of people stood outside, pale,
exhausted survivors of a blockade that
cost at least 10,000 lives. About 2,000 E.
children died during the long siege and
bombardment.

We reached our destination, the Holiday
Inn, only to find that much of it lay in
ruins. Snipersfrom the surrounding hills
didnot spare the hotel-itstoodtoo close Photograph taken by the author.
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100paidin kind The director claims that organizations have to deal with several system-are requiredto achieve balanced
the factory also provides some social layers of government institutions. But andcontinuouseconomicgrowth[see the
benefits, including the cheap cafeteria these institutions are not in place yet. interview with Michel Noel].
lunch, worth another DM 100 a month. Much depends on whether and when the
On the other hand, it cannot give any national elections take place, as required The material damage in Sarajevo is tre-
assistance to those who have lost their by the Dayton agreement. Recent devel- mendous. But the damage to the souls of
jobs. (To put the factory's salaries in opments also warn of the danger of dis- its people is immeasurable. If uncon-
some context, the monthlystate pension is integration: practically all Serbs left the trollednationalistic sentiments cannot be
often worth no more than ten to twelve five Sarajevo suburbs that were handed reined in, there is no hope for the
marks). Still, the factory's management over to theMuslim-Croatfederation. They multiethnic state ofBosnia-Hezegovina,
did not give up during the war and it is took with them all portable equipment warns Adil Kulenovic, director and edi-
not giving up now; it is looking for new from schools, community centers, hospi- tor-in-chief of the independent 99 Radio
opportunities and for foreign investors, tals, and factories. The Muslim-Croat and TV. With a small team ofjust a dozen
and it is ready for privatization. federation itself is under severe strain. people, Kulenovic tries to appeal to the

Sarajevo's Muslim mayor, for example, reason andthe sense ofsolidarityofSerbs,
"It's the guys with the checkbooks, the resigned after the ruling partyformed a BosnianMuslims, andCroats. Let us hope
bulldozers, and the cranes who are going city government excluding the represen- that he will succeed
to make the major difference in thispeace tatives of Bosnia's largest Croat party.
process," explained NATO Commander Only afew days have passed but Ifeel I
Smith, abeliefthatissharedby the media Despite the early success of the IMF and am leavingmyheartinSarajevo. 'Maybe
in Sarajevo. They urge disbursement of the World Bank in starting a dialogue Airline"delaysmydeparture afewhours.
international assistance as soon as pos- withthe Serbian entity (RepublicaSrpska), In a small shed at the airport a bunch of
sible. The economy needs to be given a many issues have still not been clarified soldierspatientlywaitfor announcement
boost, warnsIbrahimPolimacofthe daily Theirleadershipisstillalmostcompletely of theflight. Then, a huge explosion, and
Oslobodjenje.Atpresentonly8percentof isolatedfrom the Federation (some rail- blacksmokespreadsacrossthesky. "That
thefederation 'seconomic capacityis used way lines and utility services will be re- was close!"-shouts a veteran American
Almost everything is supplied from stored according to the latest agreement war reporter Two more explosions fol-
abroad; industryis paralyzed, andthirsty between the Croat, Muslim and Serb of- low-even closer The soldiers are ner-
for cash. In the next twelve to fifteen ficials). Once the central and local gov- vous. Then someone brings the news: a
months the federation will need an esti- ernment agencies do become operative, major mine-clearing operation is under
mated $1.2-1.5 billion, mostly to invest the pressing task of reconstructing the way. The plane slowly lifts into the air-
in equipment and create jobs. In Bosnia- war-ravaged economy will be a serious and we leave Sarajevo behind Peace
Herzegovina 650,000 people are unem- challenge in itself In addition, longer- still has a chance. Let's cross our fin-
ployed; only 210,000 have kept their term, structural reforms-including sup- gers-andaccelerate the disbursement.
jobs. In the capital alone, the number of port of the private sector, developing the
jobless has reached 190,000. Within weeks legal framework of a market-oriented RichardHirschler
about 200,000 soldiers will be demobi- economy, and the reform of the pension
lized, adding another burden to the job .............
market. The social consequences could
be serious, including the possibility of a
surge in crime across he country. (Before
the war, 1.1 million were employed, and
350, 000 unemployed) Mr Polimac views
the World Bank as a major player that
couldprovide leadership in orchestrating
the international aid efforts. But there is
not much time left to bring in the first
contingents of support.

Integrate or Disintegrate?

The barriers blocking the assistance pro-
cess are tremendous. The international Photograph taken by the author.
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Wage Convergence to Western Levels:
How Soon?
by Brian Pinto and Uma Ramakrishnan

hat are the major factors lur- this "back-of-the-envelope calculations," Table 1. Income Catch-up by 2010: Implied

ing foreign investors to Cen- with several caveats, are reported here. Growth Rates for Transition Economies

tral and Eastern Europe (percentperyear)

(CEE)? Market orientation, potential Using 1989 income levels as a basis, Countries

access to the former Comecon coun- Baldwin computed the growth rates catching up with: Required

tries, friendly or at least not hostile pub- required for various transition countries meropean Union inrowth rate) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mem?bersM Baldwin AuthorsDifference
lic attitudes, and solid legal, regulatory, to reach the per capita income levels (in Albania' 11.1 21.7 10.6

and tax frameworks are frequently cited dollars) of selected Western compara- Belarus' 3.1 7.4 4.3
insurveys. Strangely,thelowlaborcosts tors by 2010. Income levels in the com- Bulgariaa 3.3 13.2 9.9
in this region, which are a fraction of parators were assumed to grow at 2 Moldova' 5.3 13.1 7.8
those in the West, are hardly mentioned. percent a year. Baldwin calculated rates Poland' 4.4 8.9 4.5
Nonetheless, wage costs play a major required for the Czech Republic, Esto- Romaa5.8 13.6 7.8

Russia' 3.2 8.6 5.4
role in investment decisions, especially nia, Hungary, Latvia, Slovakia and Ukraine' 4.3 9.9 5.6
ifcapital is being put into labor-intensive Lithuania to catch up with Spain; for Czech R b 3.3 10.7 7.4
industries. There can be no doubt that Sloveniatocatchupwithhigher-income Estoniab 4.7 17.3 12.6
businesses investing in Central and East- Austria; and for the remaining coun- Hungary 4.8 9.8 5.0
em Europe will compare unit labor costs tries to catch up with average per capita Lithuvia' 5.0 16.3 11.3

(wage costs scaled by labor productiv- mcomes in Greece, Ireland, and Portu- Slovakiab 4.1 13.2 9.1
ity) with Western levels. gal (the three EU countries with the Slovenia' 3.0 10.0 7.0

lowest incomes in 1989). Note: Baldwin's calculations are based on 1989

Whether wages in the transition econo- per capita income levels, the authors' on 1993
levels.

mies will converge to West European We updated this exercise using 1993 a. Catching up with Greece, ireland, and

levels, and if so, when, is of major con- dollar-per-capita GDP (International Portugal.

cern to the general public as well, since Financial Statistics) and calculated the b. Catching up with Spain.c. Catching up with Austria.
wages are important indicators of eco- break-even growvth rates for conver- Source: the authors.

nomic well-being. Wage levels, mea- gence by 2010, assuming once again
sured in dollar terms, are currently so that the comparators grow at 2 percent We also calculated the implied break-
low in these economies-less than $100 a year (table 1). Invariably, the updated even growth rates if the reported 1993
a month in some cases, and rarely ex- calculations of required growth rates per capita incomes of the transition
ceeding $350 a month that they are are substantially higher than Baldwin's economies are bumped up by 25 per-
bound to rise, partly as a result ofadjust- projections. For example, based on 1993 cent to account for the informal sector
ments in prices to international levels numbers, Albania must grow at 21.7 and underground economy. As table 2
and partly because of higher productiv- percent a year to catch up with Greece, shows, this does not appreciably reduce
ity, as companies restructure and adopt Ireland, and Portugal by 2010 compared the required growth rates.
more efficient technologies. with the 11.1 percent calculated earlier;

Poland must grow at 8.9 percent a year The year 1989 may not have been the
We updated an exercise originally out- rather than the 4.4 percent calculated best choice for a base year since in the
lined by Richard Baldwin in his study: by Baldwin; and Russia must grow at transition economies official exchange
"Towards an Integrated Europe," CEPR 8.6 percent a year versus the 3.2 per- rates were probably heavily overvalued
(1994), to find out when the transition cent in Baldwin's exercise. Likewise, and output values overstated. Still,
countries will reach per capita income Hungary, whichinBaldwin's 1989-based Baldwin's computed required growth
levels equal to those in Western Eu- scenario had to grow by 4.8 percent to rates, which would have to be sustained
rope-or, put another way, what growth catch up with Spain by 2010, must grow for a twenty-year period, are signifi-
rates will be required for these countries at 9.8 percent based on 1993 numbers, cant. And the recalculated numbers
to catch up to the West. The results of
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based on 1993 income levels are signifi- Is this cause for pessimism? No. One Thus, dollar GDP growth rates could
cantly higher. significant factor absent in the above diverge considerably from Baldwin's cal-

calculations is that once stabilization and culations, which implicitly assume that
Table 2. Income Catch-up by 2010: Implied initial structural reforms are implemented the currencies of Greece, Ireland, and
Growth Rates for Transition Economies, and growth resumes, CEE currencies Portugal will have the same real appre-
Using Actual and Enhanced Per Capita will likely appreciate against the dollar ciation against the dollar as the CEE
Income Levels for 1993 wli 
(percentperyear) (in real terms). currencies. Assuming a link between
Countries dollar GDP growth and wage growth,
catching up with Baldwin's numbers equate real GDP dollar wages could converge much
European Union Growth rate growth with dollar GDP growth. For faster than is assumed in the calcula-
members Actual EnhancedDifference example: In Poland, GDP growth in tions reflected in the tables-if the real
Albania' 21.7 20.1 1.6 dollars equals real GDP growth plus appreciation paths are different.
Belarus' 7.4 6.0 1.4 real appreciation ofthe zloty against the
Bulgariaa 13.2 11.7 1.5 dollar plus dollar inflation. If the zloty Of course, capital and technology are
Moldova' 13.1 11.6 1.5
Poland' 8.9 7.5 1.4 appreciates in real terms against the the major factors affecting how quickly
Romaniaa 13.6 12.1 1.5 dollar, then the growth rate of dollar Central and East European wages catch
Russia' 8.6 7.2 1.4 GDPwillbehigherthanrealGDPgrowth. up with the West. Therefore, creation of
Ukraine' 9.9 8.5 1.4 Real GDP growth in Poland for 1995 is a favorable business climate is the key
Czech R.b 10.7 .38 1.4 estimated at 7 percent. If one adds a 10 to attracting foreign direct investment,

Hungaryb 9.8 8.3 1.5 percent real appreciation of the zloty, whichwillintumrfostercapitalaccumu-
Latviab 13.4 11.9 1.5 against the dollar in 1995, and about 3 lation and technology development in
Lithuaniab 16.3 14.8 1.5 percent inflation in the United States, these countries. Experience proves that
Slovakiab 13.2 11.7 1.5 Poland's GDP growth rate in nominal this requires stabilization, privatization,
Slovenia 10.0 8.6 1.4

dollar terms could be about 20 percent and implementation of other market-
See notes for table 1. for 1995. based reforms, underpinned by a mod-
Source: the authors.

em legal and regulatory system.

Policymakers' Nightmare

t ' -; ,j, .$, ( L 2 - e

5,ww ,5.,47.,E, G.wc~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- D-

From the Hungarian Economy
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Accelerating Labor Market Changes in
Slovenia-Overall Lessons
by Milan VodopivecS lovenia's reforms during transi- ment face a lower probability of finding occupation.

tionshatteredjob security, replaced a job. * Only about one-third of workers dis-
the previous, rigid system ofwage * Women have gained relative to men in placed during 1990 had found a job by

determination with collective bargain- both wages and employment. And their the end of 1991. More than two-thirds
ing, and strengthened financial disci- chances of discharged are no worse of these received a wage increase that
pline that squeezed subsidies for ailing than they are for men. These gains are exceeded the median 17 percent wage
enterprises. The disruption of a previ- attributed more to the fact that women growth in the economy. The rest of the
ously stable economic system caused dominate such sectors as financial ser- unemployed have had to wait much
major dislocations of workers as well as vices-which have been expanded or longer and to be satisfied with much
alterations inthepatterns ofjob mobility at least cut less than the average during lower reemployment wages.
and changes in returns to education, transition-and less to decreased dis- * Encouraging early retirement has
experience, and gender. crimination toward women. proved costly for Slovenia, both in lost

*Ethnicminorities in Sloveniahave faced production and in pension obligations
Slovenia's labor market before transi- increased labormarket difficulties. Their that drain the GDP.
tion shared key features with labor chances of being laid off are higher, and - The retirements did not make room for
markets in other formerly socialist the probability of their finding a job if young workers. The proportion of the
cconomies, most notably, social owner- unemployed is lower, than for the aver- least-experienced in the workforce fell,
ship, full employment coupled with sub- age Slovenian. while the proportion of those close to
stantial hidden unemployment, andade- * Wage differentials have increased pension age increased.
signedly egalitarian wage structure. withinskillgroups,betweenskillgroups, - Slovenian unemployment insurance
Slovenia introduced labor market re- withingroups with identical industry and created perverse incentives for employ-
forms similar to those adopted by other humancapital characteristics, andacross ment: many recipients ofunemployment
European transition economies-and firms within an industry. compensation waited until their benefits
experienced similar dislocations. * Displacement in Slovenia during 1990- were about to expire before taking ajob.

93, which amounted to 3 to 4 percent of
Recent World Bank research examined the labor force each year, exceeded The lessons of Slovenia's labor market
the dynamics of the Slovenian labor displacement during the recession in the transition may be applied in other tran-
market during transition. The main find- early 1980s in North America. There sition economies. Labor market policies
ings, many of which can be generalized are striking similarities between the two during transition should facilitate reallo-
to other transition economies, are as economic crises in the incidence of dis- cation of labor and spread the costs
follows: placement by gender, and by industry, equitably among the different segments

as well as in reemployment paths. ofthe population. Recommendations for
* The relative advantage enjoyed by * Workers have tried to avoid displace- achieving these goals include:
highly educated workers has increased. ment both by switching to another job
Better-educated workers have retained, and by leaving theirjob voluntarily. Be- Improve workforce skills. The mar-
more than others, the ability to switch fore becoming displaced, workers have ket value of education increased im-
jobs, and they are less likely to be laid taken a cut in wages. mensely. Thus, all levels of education
off. If unemployed, they have a better * Smaller and less profitable firms have should be further improved, while pre-
chance of finding a job. Their wages been more likely to displace workers. In serving wide access to learning. Special
grew relative to those of less-educated companies that have received restruc- programs, such as targeted assistance
workers. turing subsidies to lower layoff costs, for school dropouts, should be intro-
* Both young workers and old workers bothfirm- and worker-initiatedjob quits duced. The educational system-par-
have been disproportionately affected. have increased. ticularlyvocational schools-shouldpro-
Young workers have been frozen out of * About half of displaced workers who vide skills for careers, rather than
jobs; old workers who enter unemploy- reenter employment do so in a new professions. Education should produce
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a flexible workforce, capable of fre- minimum wage for each worker. toring of job searches, and exclude the
quent job changes. - Prevent workplace discrimination. self-employed from the unemployment
* Eliminate subsidies for early re- Governments shouldmonitorworkplaces insurance progam. In addition, the gov-
tirement. Early retirement was found for instances of discrimination against emient should consider introducing a
to be counterproductive, and it did not ethnic minorities and, ifit is found, should "benefit transfer program"-a volun-
prevent unemployment. Therefore, sub- act to prevent it. tary program that converts unemploy-
sidies for early retirement should be * Streamline unemployment insur- ment insurance benefits, via vouchers,
eliminated, and benefits reduced. ance. Current unemployment insurance into hiring subsidies. In Slovenia, and in
* Subsidize low-wage employment. in Slovenia is too generous, creating other transition economies, such a pro-
Transition has increased wage inequal- perverse incentives. The government gram would improve incentives to take
ity and brought rising returns to educa- should reduce the eligible term of unem- a job, and at the same time, offer fiscal
tion. By contributing to both higher pay ployment compensation. It should also savings over the present system.
and employment, a subsidy to low-wage redesign the system through better tar-
workers might help check excessive geting: reduce the benefits correspond- Milan Vodopivec
income inequalities. The subsidy could ingto eamings from irregularwork, make Advisor to Slovenian's Ministry
be implemented by exempting employ- the threat of losing unemployment com- of Labor
ers on an amount equivalent, say, to the pensation more credible, improve moni-

Slovenia: Success Story without Structural Changes?

Slovenia has been one of the best-per- handful of industries-the postal service, percent in governmentjobs, it declined by
forming transition economies, despite the steel, and a few other strategic sectors- 3 percent in the large, socially owned en-
fact that privatization has proceeded rela- should remain unprivatized. terprises.
tively slowly. GDP growth is estimated at
around 5.0 percentfor 1995 (compared with The Slovenian Agency for Settlements, In- The private sector accounts for 25 percent
5.5 percent in 1994) and is forecastto reach spection, and Information in 1994 conducted of total sales in the Slovenian economy.
4.5 percent in 1996. The tollarremains one adetailedsurvey ofthe 300 largest Slovenian The top 500 firms account for 10 percent,
of the strongest currencies in Europe. The companies, amplified by further surveys of and the other 27,000 for 15 percent. But
unemployment rate hovers at around 13 to the top 500 private companies. Survey re- even the top 500 employ only nineteen
14 percent (although it is placed at only sults show that for all the continued domi- workers each on average. Lek, with 2,108
about 7.5 percent using the ILO method). nance of socialized capital among the big workers, stands out as a genuinely big
And with inflation running at just 10 per- companies, only five of the top ten firms in operator in the private sector. Though not
cent a year, Slovenia remains among the 1993 (by sales) survived into 1994's top ten. a great absorber of labor, it is a major ve-
most successful of transition countries. Although in 1993 the top firm by sales was hicle of productivity increases, with aver-

Petrol Trgovina (oil), and by profits Maribor age output perworker increasing from DM
Privatization in Slovenia has been slug- Electricity, in 1994 carmaker Revoz Novo 344,000 in 1992toDM390,000in 1994.
gish. Two hundred thirty of the country's Mesto (in partnership with Renault) led in
300 largest companies are still not sales, and LekLjubljana, aprivatelyowned Someconclusionscanbedrawnfromthese
privatized. Ofthe 1,300 "socially owned" pharmaceutical company, in profits. surveys:
companies-that is, companies that are -The new private sector has taken the lead
self-managed, owned by the workers' col- Revoz and Lek were also leading exporters, in productivity growth.
lectives and not by the state-that submit- but Slovenian Railways and the Slovenian - Several industrial giants of the commu-
ted plans for privatization or restructuring Post and Telecommunications continued to nist past have managed to restructure, in
tothe SlovenianPrivatizationAgency, only occupy the top two places as the largest somecaseswithprivatization, inothercases
about 300 programs have been approved. employers. There is thus acleartrend for the with continued socializedownership. Some
Mass privatization is progressing, but "big systems" inherited fromthe communist ofthese socializedenterprises were ableto
slowly. Slovenian citizens have all received period to give way to export-oriented manu- pursue dynamic business policies; others,
free ownership coupons. They can bid for facturing in terms of sales and efficiency. in sectors such as heavy manufacturing
shares in public auctions, deposit the cou- However, the big systems still dominate and mining, could not restructure fast
pons in investment funds, or redeem them employment because of continued enough to eliminate large financial losses.
in employee buyouts. Public interest is overmanning, with the more dynamic com- * Sustained GDP growth in Slovenia into
high, but uncertainties persist regarding panies showing a leaner employment pro- the next century will depend on sustained
ownership, and the stock exchange is still file. (A recent employment survey, however, productivity growth. While the new pri-
small. Inmid- 1995 total capitalization ofthe indicates a shift in the employment picture: vate sector will make a substantial contri-
forty-five companies listed onthe Ljubljana although employment in August 1995 rela- bution here, the pressures for productivity
stock exchange was less than S250 million. tive to August 1994 increased by 12 percent growth in the big enterprises will have to
Nonetheless, by the end of 1996 only a in the small-scale, private sector, and by 2 be increased.
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Books of the Month
John Eatwell, Michael Ellman, Mats Karlsson, Mario Nuti,
and Judith Shapiro, "Transformation and Integration:
Shaping the Future of Central and Eastern Europe"
by Martin Schrenk

T he first paragraph ofthis slender Browsing through the extensive list of And lack of social efficiency in this
essaydefines its purpose: "to help the authors' recommendations-sixty- broad sense will sooneror later result in
intheformulationofpublicpolicy three outright proposals at the close of a loss of economic efficiency. The au-

thatcan leadto modem, sociallyjust and the chapters and many others scattered thors thus conclude that in the long run
environmentally sustainable market throughoutthestudy-itbecomesobvi- there is no conflict between the prin-
economies, and to full integration ofthe ous that their view is not that distant ciples of efficiency and equity.
nationsofEurope."Jointauthorshipwith- from the advocates of the neoliberal
outidentifyinganybody'sindividualcon- position. Faithful to the West European Without a competent, dedicated, and
tribution is a rare format these days. social democratic position that ranges honestpublicadministrationadevelop-
The implied message seems clear: the from the concepts of social market ment-orientedstatecannotfunction. The
authors, connected by a distinguished economyto social state or welfare state, most importanttask in transition is there-
and distinctly left-of-center academic the essay embraces the commitment to fore to create a meritocratic civil ser-
background, want to be perceived as create competitive, capitalist market vice, able and willing to implement the
one united group. They convey a mes- economies in the former command sys- policy of the state in an efficient and
sage that is not theirs alone, but that of tems. The authors take the ongoing sta- impartialmanner.Butcivilservantshave
the European Forum for Democracy bilization and liberalization programs in to be paid well in order to avoid corrup-
and Solidarity, ajoint initiative ofEuro- the transition economies as facts of life, tion or a flight oftalented professionals
pean parties and organizations that share ignore the debate over shock therapy to the private sector.
"social democratic values." Butthis has versus gradualism, and concentrate in-
its price: parts of the essay look as if stead on the next steps. Collection of taxes and customs duties
they have been written oredited heavily are ofcritical importance; andthe "grey"
by a committee, in order to accommo- Activist State? sector needs to be integrated into the
date a wide spectrum of views. fiscal system as fast as possible, to keep

They urge a review of the present ap- tax rates within reasonable limits and to
The essay introduces a political dimen- proach toward government, a reversal counteract pervasive tax-evasion prac-
sion into adebatethat has been guided- of the open or hidden "state desertion," tices. Technical assistance for improv-
researchers prefer to think-by eco- and adopt instead the idea ofan activist, ing public administration ought to be a
nomic arguments. But scholars, across development-oriented state. They ar- major area of external assistance to
a wide intellectual spectrum, increas- guethatsuccessfulmodernizationinall transitioncountries. Thisareahasbeen
ingly accept the idea that system trans- major economies-as historical cases neglected because of the free-market
formation falls squarely into the domain illustrate-required acombinationoffree enthusiasm of international aid provid-
of political economy rather than being enterprise initiative and state interven- ers, claim the authors.
part of technical economics, a neutral tion. While the institutions of market
science. (The seeminglytechnicalpropo- capitalism are essential for micro-eco- Trimming Excesses
sitionsofneoliberaleconomiststo shrink nomic efficiency, it is wrong to assume
goveniment and to strengthen market thatthose institutions are socially equally They also warn of the danger of fiscal
forces in fact supportprofoundly politi- efficient, capable of delivering full em- and monetary stabilization policy ex-
cal agendas, even if implicitly.) From ployment, desirable income distribution, cesses in transition countries, notingthat
this vantage point the unabashed politi- and an adequate supply of public and policymakersexpectthekindofpositive
cal stance of this essay is refreshingly merit goods. Market forces alone can- supply responses that could be antici-
honest. not create the conditions for equal par- pated if the economies already had the

ticipation in a democratic civil society. institutionsofmarketcapitalisminplace.
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But this is not the case. Incentives for Wage flexibility needs to be improved, a position of high equality of income,
jump-starting the economies through but rather than promote real wage re- education, and opportunity, in contrast
new productive investment are insuffi- duction, as in the neoliberal agenda, the to the crisis-prone Latin American soci-
cient, financial means are scarce, and authors advocate flexible rules on work eties.
final demand is low. The result is a "deep hours, part-time work, copayments to
depression" far beyondthe unavoidable, social security from public resources, The essay strongly rejects the notion
creative destruction of negative value andtargeted wage subsidies to marginal thataction on social policy canwaituntil
added activities. employers. Measures to increase labor the"risingtide [raises] allboats"; neither

mobility shouldinclude relocation grants. economic reasoning nor empirical evi-
While supporting quick stabilization the The authors reject the model that ac- dence supports the automatic emergence
authors recommend avoiding policy-in- cepts as unavoidable the tradeoff be- of such a virtuous cycle. But the expe-
duced credit and interest rate shocks, tween employment and income equal- rience of the Western welfare state has
andwiththem,thecollapseofpublicand ity, as well as the suggestion that shown that transfers alone cannot re-
private investment. Such collapse, they minimum wages be eliminated. solve all social problems. What is needed,
say, is likely to result from a program rather,isanadjustment-friendlyapproach
that is "anchored to nominal monetary Social Recipies that promotes growth, change, and la-
aggregates or high real interest rates." bor market flexibility. There is little en-
A currency board regime is not consid- Serious financial constraints squeeze all thusiasm for means-tested transfer pay-
ered a desirable solution because of its redistributive social policies, acknowl- ments because ofthe suspected negative
limitation on policy instruments. When- edge the authors. But the loss of the incentive effects, as well as the high
ever possible, the macroeconomic policy citizens' perspective, in an atmosphere administrative costs of effective and
framework should be supported by a of pervasive economic insecurity, is honest support systems. On the other
tripartite social pact. corrosive both economically and politi- hand, a universal child allowance, in-

cally, and must be reckoned with. While cluded in the income tax base, is given a
Similarly, the authors contend that trade supporting "solidaristic" social policies, high mark as an antipoverty device.
liberalization should not be so excessive the book questions the perceived tradeoff
as to destroy domestic human and physi- between economic efficiency and equal- Privatization ofthe health system is also
cal capital that could otherwise be up- ity, quoting the experience of the "Asian rejected. The essay points to the ab-
graded and become competitive. Tem- miracle" societies. Those societies sence of institutional preconditions for
porary protection should be employed if started a virtuous cycle of growth from effective markets, and to the compara-
unconditional trade liberalization might
lead to "a rapid loss of productive ca-
pacity, and balance of payments con- Declining Living Standards
straints to growth." The essay argues e

that "the trade policies recommended t;4I. _______

by the Bretton Woods institutions are at Ch |L° m

variance" with historical experience. .
None of the industrial latecomers r.
achievedsustaineddevelopmentandhigh }
levels of income without infant-industry _=
protection or other forms of govem- __
ment support with carefully circum- l-
scribed phaseout rules. The essay calls
for protection of the transition econo-
mies from subsidized exports ofagricul- ?, -.-
tural products from the EU. And it ad- k. l a

vises caution with regard to short-term n
borrowing and foreign investment in fi-
nancial assets. What nicechildren. One can seethat theydon't eattoo much.

From the Hungarian daily Nepszabadsag.
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tive experience in developed countries financial systems, which give a leading unsustainable-a slender volume like
(singling out the United States as a par- role to banks as both controlling owners this is probably more effective than a
ticularly deficient case). The authors do andprimary mobilizers and allocators of tome of arcane discussions of each of
not, however, elaborate on a more desir- outside capital. If the existing banks are the issues. For that reason the essay
able model for financing and delivery. not able or willing to take on their appro- deserves the attention of a broad audi-
Similarly, the essay argues against state priate role in investment financing, "in- ence.
desertion ofvocational training and edu- vestment banks" are to be set up, with
cation and insists that public agencies active state support if necessary. Non- John Earwell, Michael Ellman, Mats
should play an active role in this key profit organizations should be accepted Karlsson, Mario Nuti, Judith Shapiro,
area. as components of a balanced economic "Transformation and Integration:

structure in a civil society and should Shaping the Future of Central and
The essay, on the other hand, shares the receive nondiscriminatory access to fi- Eastern Europe, " 206 p. Institute for
mainstream consensus on the need for nancing. Public Policy Research, London,
privatization, competition, and restruc- 1995 To order: Institute for Public
turing. On corporate govemance, the To sum up, the essay does not offer a Policy Research, 30-32 Southampton
essay points to the experience of the detailed, in-depth blueprint of its own. Street, London WC2E 7RA, United
latecomers among the developed coun- Its primary purpose seems to be to sketch Kingdom, tel. (44171) 379-9400, fax
tries that managed to catch up despite a a cohesive "vision" of a transition path, (441 71) 497-0373.
lack of strong stock markets or influen- an alternative to the neoliberal course.
tial groups of active small shareholders. For that purpose-to challenge ideo- Martin Schrenk is Consultant, Tran-

logically charged positions that are on sition Economics Division, the World
The authors endorse the adoption of the the verge of gelling into an economic Bank.
continental European and the East Asian doctrine that may be politically

Daniel Gros and Alfred Steinherr: Winds of Change:
Economic Transition in Central and Eastern Europe
by Ulrich Zachau

nyone seeking a good, overall in productivity and consumption. One is banking reform) and focuses largely on
description on the economics left with a profound impression of the the advanced transition economies (such
oftransitioninCentralandEast- inevitability of the system's eventual as eastem Germany and the "Visegrad"

em Europe should read this volume. It exhaustion and collapse. Gros and countries, although the authors also dis-
has a broad focus, covering the key Steinherr outline brilliantly the progres- cuss Russia). But complex and time-
issues and countries. It offers sound sion from Krushchev's sand castles consuming institutional reform issues,
analysis with a dose of technical rigor, through Brezhnev's restoration of the such as the establishment of a proper
yet is fundamentally policy-oriented and socialist idyll to Gorbachev's failed illu- legal framework, change in the role and
eminently readable. Thus, it fills a gap sions that reform was possible. They management of govemment, and re-
between the plethora of narrowly fo- astutely juxtapose the low budget defi- form of the social benefit system, are
cused technical papers and the growing cits under central planning with the ex- largely ignored. As a result, the authors'
numberofpolitical economy storybooks planation that government and enter- assessments seem a bit overoptimistic.
on transition. prise liabilities are perfect substitutes: Economic transition, in reality, is more

the authors note laconically that white complex, more difficult, more diverse,
The book opens with an overview of the elephants became the most prolific So- and more urgent than described in this
rise and fall of communism. Weaving a viet species. book.
dense web between the economic, po-
litical, and social elements of Soviet The core of the book (parts II-IV) deals The volume concludes with a discussion
central planning, the authors describe its with the relatively indisputable dimen- of Central and Eastem Europe's trade
intrinsic rationale, achievements, andfail- sions of reform (price and trade liberal- with and integration into the European
ures, and the growing gap with the West ization, stabilization, privatization, and Union. The authors' analysis and con-
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clusions-accession ofonly the Visegrad enterprise governance. A further argu- outright dangerous suggestion that only
countries and Slovenia to the EU in the ment is the temporary lack of working an autocratic regime may be able to
foreseeable future; inclusion of the en- capital markets. And in fact, most coun- impose law and order at low levels of
tire FSU in a European Free Trade Zone tries have opted for universal banks. development and high levels of social
stretching from the Atlantic to the Pa- dissent, and that Russia perhaps falls
cific; and specific estimates of the fi- Overall, the book is first-rate, except for into this category. The lengthy book
nancial burdens on current EU mem- the few instances when the authors' cannot avoid a couple of overlaps (fiscal
bers-are fascinating, whether one idiosyncratic convictions and sometimes stabilization is discussed in chapters 7,
agrees with them or not. overly bright recommendations prevail 11, and 14; optimal currency and trade

over common sense. For example, they areas are dealt with in chapters 12, 13,
The macroeconomic sections endorse assert that the exchange rate must be and 16).
rapid and extensive liberalization and fixed, which ignores half the literature
determinedstabilization,inlinewithwhat on exchange rates and the successful Nonetheless, the bulk of good analysis,
is by now part of a mainstream consen- use of floating rates in Albania, Latvia, the breadth of perspective, the clarity of
sus on transition. and other countries. They also recom- presentation, and the ingenuity of some

mend, as second-best solution, dual ex- of the insights, phrases, cartoons, and
The authors' preference for giveaway change rates and variable levies on capi- references (to Candide, Fause,
privatization over sales, buyouts, and tal transactions, which in practice, as Wittgenstein's Tractatus, and so on)
other methods is more controversial. It seen in Ukraine, have proved prone to justify an unambiguous thumbs-up.
is based on the correct conclusion that abuse and often been counterproduc-
speed, faimess, and political support are tive. Daniel Gros and Alfred Steinherr:
more important than revenues. But it Winds of Change-Economic Transi-
downplays the difficulty of establishing The authors suggest that governments tion in Central and Eastern Europe,
good corporate governance in the might usefully maintain minority shares Longman Publishing, New York, Lon-
privatized firms. Their proposal-that in enterprises to prevent "abuse during don, 1995, 544 p.Daniel Gros is Se-
banks and investment funds can func- the restructuring phase" (forgetting the nior Research Fellow at the Centre of
tion as intermediaries-may be many most likely source of abuse...). They European Policy Studies, Brus-
years away from being effective in most express remorse over the "missed op- sels.Alfred Steinherr is Director of
countries, given the general weakness portunity" of creating an FSU Interstate Research at the European Investment
of banks and capital markets. The em- Bank, which in fact seemed to be politi- Bank, Luxembourg.
pirical record of different privatization cally unrealistic, linked to economically
schemes is ambiguous, and in real life, harmful and unsustainable subsidyprac- Ulrich Zachau is Senior Economist at
political economy factors significantly tices, and was, inhindsight, doomed from the World Development Report Divi-
constrain choices. Comparisons, such the beginning. And then they make the sion, the World Bank.
as between the Czech, Estonian, and
Russian privatization programs, reveal
that the practical solutions are usually Smiling Face
country-specific.

The authors'recommendations are clear
and in most cases, substantiated. Their
economic policy prescriptions are mar-
ket-oriented, and their presentation is
balanced and refreshingly eclectic.
Sometimes their perspective may seem
Continental-European rather than IiZA-u
Anglo-Saxon.Thefinancialsectorchap- _ _

ter, for example, strongly supports uni-
versal banking, arguing that these banks

have infonnational advantages and that -

they are uniquely endowed to provide From the Hungarian daily Npszabadsdg.
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Quotation of the Month: "The Hungarian
Public Must Be Better Informed about the
Available Options"
The World Bank's Roberto Rocha Clarifies Misinterpretation of Pension
Reform Proposals

In Hungary, where some taxes and con- accept a reform of the social safety But the people feel that they receive
tributions are among the highest in the net, including the pension system, little in return for their contributions,
world, reform of public finance, and in could bring tremendous instability. which are perceived as tax. The neces-
particular ofthe pension system, is likely sity of reform is recognized, but ideas on
to entail an increasing role of theprivate A. Right now, the pension budget shows how to do it differ.
sector, said Roberto Rocha, Principal only a moderate deficit, but in the next
Economist intheWorld Bank's Budapest decade the system could explode be- Q. What does the World Bank pro-
office in an interview with the Hungar- cause itisfinanciallyimviable. Atpresent pose?
ian daily Nepszava. the state is fully responsible for guaran-

teeing the pension benefits; it imposes A. We suggest a model based on three
Q. Financing the budget has been high contributions and distributes little. pillars, whichhas functionedwellinother
one of the stickiest issues in recent The Hungarian society is aging, how- countries. The first pillar would be es-
decades in Hungary. Current pen- ever, and the burden on the individual is sentially a redistributive pillar, operated
sion benefits have been financed increasing. In an effort to solve these bythepublicsector,whichwouldassure
from current contribution revenues, problems, policymakers are changing a minimum income during old age. The
without setting up pension funds. the system little by little, year by year. second pillar would be the benefits de-
But the funds paid in as contribu-
tions by three generations are miss-
ing.... Pension Systems in Nutshell

A. Hungary's pension system devel- Hungary's present system is a public pay- pensions limited, and indexation rules
ed differently, which is whythis money as-you-go system; in order to finance old changed.

Oped diferently, which IS whyths money age survival and disabilitypensions which 2. Competing private pension funds would
is "missing." The general perception is amount to 10 percent of the country's an- manage mandatory retirement savings of
that pension contributions paid by both nual GDP, employees are contributing on thepopulation. Employeeswould channel
employers and employees are too high. average more than 1/3 of their wages to a certain proportion of their pension con-
Thus, both parties try to reduce them. fund the system on a year-by-year basis. tribution to these funds.

About 90 percentofpublic pension expen- 3. Those who want to receive additional
They do this by assuming a "self-em- ditures are managedby the public pension retirement benefits could voluntarily pay
ployed" status, or by reporting minimum fund, the rest by the public health fund extra toward privately managed pension
wage employment in order to reduce whichpaysoutdisabilitypensions. Volun- funds.
the base of the payroll tax. Increasing tary private pension funds are relatively
the tax rate would likely be self-defeat- small, about 1/4-1/5 of the active popula- Overtime, employeeswill receive pensions

tion which numbers four million, are par- from both the public pension fund and
ing, since this could result in further ticipating. fromtheir individual retirement account.
erosion of the base. The solution is re-
form that will bring some relief in the Hungarian reform proposals-supported The Chilean model is basedon mandatory
perceived tax component of contribu- bytheWorldBank-aimtowardintroduc- contributions to privately managed pen-
tions, and thatwill increase the willing- ing a three pillar system: sion funds. The state only guarantees ations, and that.will increase the willing- 1. A limited public pay-as-you-go system minimum pension; if the savings of an in-
ness to contribute. will remain in force, based on mandatory dividual at retirement age will not reach

contributions, and would concentrate on that level, the govemmentwill providefor
Q. During the transition to a market redistribution and poverty alleviation. In the difference. Public involvement in this
economy-while reform of both the order to reduce contributions and make scheme is incomparable of what the Hun-
budget and the banking sector is the public scheme more effective, retire- garianreformers wantto introduce.
unfolding-forcing the public to ment age should be increased, disability
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rived from mandatory contributions provide the first pillar and would also be The current, rather superficial debate
channeled to private pension funds. For responsible for regulating and supervis- on the pension system is distressing.
example, 10 percent of gross wages ing the second and third pillars. Since Information is scarce, but everyone
could go to each person's individual re- the second pillar is mandatory, there knows that Hungarymust face this prob-
tirement account, and would be invest- should be a state guarantee associated lem. A grave financial crisis is expected
ed in Hungary by private pension funds. with it. I'm aware that the suggested after the tum of the century, and the
The third pillar would be the benefits model in Hungary is often compared situation could get out of hand. There-
derived from voluntary pension contri- with the Chilean pension system, but fore, it is imperative that these issues be
butions. This scheme is balanced, could they are different. In Chile the first pillar discussed as widely as possible and that
ensure a nice income at retirement, and is missing; thus, the state has been prac- decisions then be made. Certainly this
could contribute to economic growth as tically excluded from the pension sys- mandate belongs to the society at large,
well. It would encourage savings and tem. Some also argue that we are against but if it is to make a wise decision, the
plough them back into the economy. In the fledgling new private pension funds. public must be much better informed
the long term it would enable a reduction That is wrong; on the contrary, we be- about the available options.
of payroll and other taxes. lieve that their role should be expanded

in the new combined pension model.
Q. Is a fast transition feasible at all,
when neither the society nor the
capital market is prepared to handle Trade Protectionists
savings of such magnitude?

A. At least a slow transition is feasible,
provided the new entrants to the sys- -,

tem, the young, pay contributions ac- / ii rC
cording to the new rules, while elderly
contributors remain in the old system. // .r t
The transition could also be acceler- /l
ated, but this must be done carefully. In 5Vr;-
this case, people already in the Ur

workforce would have the option of IJ
staying in the old system or shifting to Vl
the new one. /

Q. There is increasing opposition // J
to your proposals; some allude to l f
the Chilean model, which has been Xl
based on dictatorial political rule I-;

over the economy, while others cau- l I/f
tion against excluding the state from
an important role, that is, providing ) h .
security to the elderly. ( " 'j /

A. These reactions are based on misun- ! 1
derstanding. The model that we are I I,
suggesting, and that is similar to other
proposals drafted in Hungary, would fl/ft i4I
retain an important role for the state 1 Ii I Iii1
and, at the same time, would develop I1 I1 i, |
more possibilities for the private sector.
Thus, the individual could benefit from
this system. The state would continue to

From the Russian magazine, St. Petersburg Press.
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Milestones of Transition

Companies in Germany's eastern states to be privatized. As of early December, cent in December, down from 17.8 per-

received orders worth $380 million in nearly two months after the program cent in January. Prices rose 131 percent

1994 from developing countries, con- started, only 5 percent of coupons had during 1995 as a whole, compared with

tracts funded by German development been exchanged. Potential investors 215 percent in 1994 and 840 percent in

assistance. This constitutes 16.9 per- havenotbeen adequately informedabout 1993. The cost of the basic monthly

cent of all orders, received by German the companies that are open for privati- consumer basket of nineteen essential

companies, up from 4.1 percent, or $120 zation, and only about 15 percent of the goods stood at 235,000 rubles ($52) by

million, in 1993. A similar result is ex- companies are viable, points outRomulus the end of December. The cost of the

pected in 1995, evidence of east Ger- Maier, economic editor for Romania basket ranged from 508,000 rubles in

man companies' rising competitiveness. Liberia. Yakutsk and 300,000 in Murmansk to

Most orders were intransportation, fam- 132,000 in Ulyanovsk. In Moscow it

ily planning, and nutrition. Of all the Seventy-five percent of the new politi- cost 277,000 rubles. Among the steep-

industrializednations, Germanyhasben- cal elite in Russia and 61 percent of the est price rises last year were utilities

efited most from World Bank contracts; new business elite come from the old (400 percent) and urban mass transit

it has contributed $542.9 million to the Soviet nomenklatura, according to a (220 percent).

World Bank in paid-in capital sincejoin- survey carried out by sociologist Olga
ing, and by 1994 had received $11.6 Kryshtanovska, published by Izvestiya An estimated 40 percent of Russian

billion in contracts, a ratio oftwenty-one on 10 January. According to her find- companies and organizations do not pay

to one. Japan has recorded a 19.8 ratio, ings, businesspeople came mostly from any taxes, Russian Central Bank First

the United Kingdom 14.4, France 14.0, the Komsomol, and from economic po- Deputy Chairman Sergei Aleksashenko

and the United States 10.2. If the Bank's sitions in the old nomenklatura. said on 18 January. This situation could

IDA is included in the total, Germany's soon lead to a serious budgetary crisis.

contributions come to $8 billion while Yeltsin's economic adviser Aleksandr The 1996 federal budget calls on the

the value of its contracts reaches $14.9 Livshits is urging "a more careful"priva- State Tax Service to provide 246.9 tril-

billion, putting the country in the middle tization policy. In 1995 Russia's trea- lionrubles(about$52billion)inrevenue
of the field. sury received 3.3 trillion rubles less in from taxation and other compulsory

privatization revenue than expected. Of payments. According to preliminary
Bulgaria's mass voucher privatization the 6 trillion rubles ($1.3 billion) received, results, the tax service raised 146 trillion

program started on 9 January. One mil- some 4.7trillion rubles (about$ 1 billion) rubles forthe federal budget in 1995. As

lion vouchers have been printed and will were generated by twelve loans-for- of 1 December 1995, the total tax debt

be sold in post offices throughout the shares auctions, allowing firms to bid for to the state budget was 33.8 trillion

country. For a registration fee of 500 the right to manage state-owned shares rubles.
leva ($7), adults can obtain vouchers in exchange for loans to the govern-
with anominal valueofupto 25,000 leva ment. But low demand depressed share The Russian economy slowed again in

($354), which can then be exchanged prices. Anatoly Chubais, the dismissed 1995, but by the smallest amount since

for shares in 1,300 state enterprises to- first deputy prime minister, was blamed reforms began. GDP fell 4 percent,

taling about 200 billion leva ($2.8 bil- for the flawed scheme, which enabled adjusted for inflation, down from a 13

lion). About half the enterprises are in companies closely linked to those being percent drop in 1994, according to the

industry; most of the remainder are in sold to bid in "opaque" auctions. State Statistics Committee. Industrial

tourism, agriculture, and construction. output fell by 3 percent compared with
Russia's 1996 budget, signed into law 1994,totaling989trillionrubles($211.19

In Romania the private investment cou- 31 December, envisions adeficitof88.6 billion) incurrent prices. (Industrial pro-

ponprogramdesignedtoprivatizenearly trillion rubles ($19 billion), or about 3.8 duction in 1994 had declined by 23 per-

4,000 companies is struggling for sur- percent of GDP. This is higher than the cent over the previous year.) Produc-

vival, reports the Christian Science 1995 deficit, which was 3.5 percent of tion of steel, iron, chemicals, and

Monitor. The progran entitles 17 mil- GDP, but less than 1994's 10.0 percent petrochemicals in 1995 increased by 8

lion Romanians to exchange coupons figure. The budget calls for a reduction to 9 percent, while production in ma-

with a face value of about $325 dollars in inflation to 1.9 percent a month in chine-building, food, and construction

for shares in their choice of companies 1996. Monthly inflation fell to 3.2 per- materials dropped by 10 percent, 9 per-
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cent, and 8 percent, respectively, com- into trade and catering ($232 million), Civilian production by the defense in-
paredwith 1994, Russia's crude oil pro- and financial services ($206 million). dustry fell by 38.5 percent in 1994 and
duction fell by 3 percent, coal by 3 per- Fuel andenergy, whichin 1994 absorbed 22.0 percent in 1995, largely due to low
cent, natural gas by 2 percent, and about half of all foreign investment, at- budget financing and buyer insolvency.
electricity by 2 percent. Unemployment tracted less than 20 percent in 1995.
rose to 8.2 percent in December 1995, While Russia's GDP fell by 4 percent in
compared with 7. 1 percent the previous Only 77 percent of all the energy deliv- 1995, Armenia registered GDP growth
December. Average real income ered to Russian consumers in 1995 has of 5 percent. Azerbaijan and Ukraine
dropped by 8 percent in 1995, with the been paid for, United Energy System of had the worst performances, with GDP
richest 10 percent of Russians earning Russia President Anatolii Dyakov re- falling inthose countries by 17.4 percent
thirteen times more than the poorest 10 ported. As of I January 1996, Russian and 12.0 percent, respectively, in the
percent. fuel- and energy-producing companies January-November 1995 period, accord-

were owed about 44 trillion rubles ($9.4 ing to figures released in late December
The new ruble corridor went into effect billion), a 76 percent increase over the by the CIS Statistics Committee. Indus-
on 1 January. Between now and the end amount owed on 1 January 1995. As a trial output for the CIS fell by 6.1 per-
of June the Russian government will result, the debt owed by energy produc- cent. Inflation continues to be a prob-
intervene to ensure that the ruble stays ers to the budget and to fuel suppliers lem, withNovemberlevels ranging from
withinthe range of 4,550-5,150 rubles to substantially increased. The debt is now a low of 2.5 percent in Azerbaijan, to a
$1. The ruble currently trades at around 35 trillion rubles ($7.48 billion), ofwhich high of 56.9 percent in Tajikistan. CIS
4,650 to $ 1. The previous band, intro- 17 trillion is owed to the federal budget unemployment remains very low, with
duced on 5 June 1995, was 4,300-4,900 and 1 trillion to fuel suppliers, only 2.9 million people registered as
rubles to $ 1. (The ruble's value declined unemployed. The lowest rate is in
31 percent on the MICEX in 1995, com- The dismissal of Russia's Agricultural Uzbekistan (0.3 percent) and the high-
pared with a 185 percent fall in 1994.) Minister Aleksandr Nazarchuk came est in Armenia (8.0 percent).

after the release of the final figures for
Russia's tradc surplus rose to $22.7 last year's harvest. The grain harvest China's approach to opening its mar-
billionm 1995 from$14.7billionin 1994. was 63.5 millionmetrictons in 1995,22 kets to capital investment will be cau-
Foreign trade rose 24 percent in 1995, percent down from the 81 million metric tious, according to Central Bank Vice-
compared with 1994. The government tons gathered in 1994. Fodder crops Governor Zhu Xioahua, interviewed
warned that in order to protect Russian also dropped, by 36 percent. The poor recently in the China Business Times.
manufacturers, import restrictions may harvest was due partly to a severe Shanghai will be China's financial cen-
be introduced on industrial machinery, drought, and partly to the fact that farms ter, with direction from Beijing, he said,
particularly for the oil and gas industry. were unable to buy adequate supplies of but development will be careful to pre-
Boris Yeltsin signed a law allowing for- fuel and fertilizer. The Federal Procure- vent markets bursting out of control.
eign oil and gas companies to enter into ment Fund, which supplies the army and Furthermore, given China's interest rate
production-sharing agreements with the major cities, could only purchase 10 system (rates on deposits are higher
government. percent ofthe 8.6 million tons of grain it than those for loans), foreign banks can

needs. Russia will probably import 3 operate only with difficulty. With the
Russia can look forward to 310 trillion million tons ofgrain this spring. Russian opening of the first national interbank
rubles of investments in 1996, up 4 per- grain imports fell from 35 milliontons in loan market in Shanghai, the central
cent over 1994, with foreign investment 1991 to ll million in 1993 and 3 millionin bank begandailypublication ofits China
expected to double to $2 billion, First 1994. Interbank Offered Rate (CHIBOR).
Deputy Prime Minister Oleg Soskovets Chinawill alsoallowforeign investorsto
predicts. By 1 November 1995, Russia Converted Russian defense enterprises buy hard currency on a limited basis.
had received more than $6 billion in are expected to increase their output of
foreign investment. In the first nine civilian goods in 1996. Civilian aircraft China's retail prices increased 14.8
months of 1995 the inflow of foreign production, for example, could expand, percent in 1995, a figure that is 0.2
capital was $1.57 billion, a 112 percent as demand has risen for Tupolev-204 percent lower than the government goal
increase over the same period in 1994, planes, Ilyushin-96-300 aircraft, and MI- set at the start of the year, officials said,
Finansovye Izvestiya reported on 12 26 helicopters, according to officials of and sharply lower than the more than 20
January. The largest flows in 1995 went the Russian Ministry of Economics. percent of a year earlier. Some experts
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warn that subsidies and price controls 5,000 ECU out of Poland without a spe- worth, causing a deficit $400 million
conceal inflationary pressures. cial permit. Poland is seeking member- larger than anticipated, the General Sta-

ship in the OECD, the Paris-basedthink tistics Office reported. "The country
The average 1995 cash income of Chi- tank of twenty-six developed nations, risks becoming a debtor nation and a
nese farmers rose to $136 by the third by mid-1996, and lifting restrictions is wage-earner for capitalists unless it re-
quarter, increasing 12 percent from the part of the admission criteria. paysthedebtowedtointernationalcredi-
same period a year earlier. The grain tors and increases domestic investment,"
harvest reached a record of more than Inflation in Poland will fall to 12 to 13 Do Muoi, the communist party general
460 millionmetrictons. The centralbank percent in 1997 from an anticipated 17 secretary, said recently. Hanoi owes
will expand credit to the cash-strapped percent in 1996, and growth will rise to some $800 million to commercial credi-
agriculture sector by as much as 30 6.0 percent from 5.5, predicted Polish tors, and it raised almost $100 million
percent. Finance Minister Grzegorz Kolodko, last year through bond and treasury bill

launching work on next year's budget. sales.
Foreign investment in China was worth Education, culture, and environmental
$40 billion in 1995, up about 30 percent protection should be budgetary priori- All depositors ofthe bankrupt and closed
from the previous year, the State Plan- ties next year. Official interest rates Lithuanian Joint-Stock Innovative and
nmg Commission estimates. But pledged next year will be some 3 to 4 points Litimpeks banks will be compensated,
foreign investment fell 30 percent in the higher than the inflation rate. Budget but those with deposits of 5,000 litai
first half of 1995. China's foreign trade revenues will be higher in real terms ($1,250) or less will be the first to get
volumejumped 18.6 percent in 1995 to than this year's 100.8 billion zlotys their money back, according to
arecord $280 billion, withthe country's ($39.98 billion), Kolodko said, but will Lithuania's Prime Minister Adolfas
tradesurplusmorethantripligto$16.69 not grow faster than GDP. The redistri- Slezevicius. About 35 million litai will be
billion. Year-end foreign exchange re- bution of national wealth through bud- needed to satisfy these small depositors,
serves increased to $70 billion. getary means will be curtailed. The fi- who make up about 75 percent of the

nance ministry plans to cut income tax, banks' depositors. Regulations govern-
Poland's government in mid-January both corporate and personal, while scrap- ing the return of deposits will be drawn
approved several bills (which have yet ping some tax breaks. Kolodko favors up bythe government I February. World
to clear parliament and be signed by the reducing personal income tax levels to Bank and IMF experts are to help pre-
president). liberalizing capital transfers 20, 30, and 40 percent, depending on pare a plan for restructuring the banks.
initiated both by foreigners and by Pol- earnings, from the current2l, 33, and 45 Slezevicius expressed confidence that
ish citizens. Foreigners will be able to percent. The 3 percent import tax will the overall economy will escape dam-
buy land and real estate in Poland with- be abandoned next year, the minister age from the banking woes.
out a permit if the purchased area is no said.
largerthan 4,000 square meters (43,060 Georgia's government has approved a
sq. ft.) in cities or 10,000 square metres Poland's 1995 budget deficit amounted draft budget for 1996 that foresees rev-
in the countryside. No special licenses to7.7billionzlotys ($3.1 billion) andwas enues of 555 million lari, 68 percent of
will berequirediftheyinvestinfinancial 1.1 billion zlotys ($445 million), or 13 which will come from taxes. Expendi-
and legal services, wholesale trade in percent, lower than planned. The bud- tures are expected to be 772 million lari.
imported consumer goods, and arms get gap was equivalent to 2.8 percent of The projected budget deficit of217 mil-
production. Polish firms will be permit- GDP, about 0.5 percent less then lion lar (about $176 million)-3.8 per-
ted to invest up to one million ECU planned. Revenues, at 83.5 billion zlotys cent of Georgia's GDP-will be cov-
($1.27 million) in OECD countries set- ($33.7 billion), were one percent higher eredwithnational bankloans (99 million
ting up a company or company branch, than planned, while spending, amount- lari) andcredits from the IMF andWorld
purchasing real estate for economic ing to 91.2 billion zlotys ($36.8 billion), Bank (118 million lari.) Georgia's budget
purposes, buying up to 10 percent of was 0.4 percent lower than expected. deficit for 1995, which exceeded $140
shares in foreign listed firms, or pur- million, was fully covered by credits
chasing government securities with Viet Nam revised its 1995 trade figures from the IMF and World Bank. Georgia
maturity periods of longer than twelve yesterday to reveal a deficit of $2.2 originally planned a deficit-free budget
months. Poles will be able to invest up to billion, its largest shortfall in two de- for 1995, but actual spending was more
50,000 ECU to buy real estate abroad cades. The country exported $5.3 billion than 50 percent higher than anticipated,
for noneconomic activity and can take worth ofgoods and imported $7.5 billion
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resulting in a budget deficit of 6 percent without presenting accounts to either percent will be available for Ukrainian
of GDP. the finance ministry or the Saeima. citizens to purchase with privatization

Kreituss on 5 January accused the pre- vouchers.
The stock of foreign direct investment vious cabinet of uncontrolled spending
in Eastern Europe and the former in the last two months of 1995, which, he Ukraine's state savings bankannounced
Soviet Union in mid-1995 reached said, had raised the budget deficit from thatitplanstoissuespecialprivatization
$26.5 billion, largely dueto a steadyflow 40 million lati to 92 million lati. vouchers to compensate citizens whose
of acquisitions andjoint partnerships in savings were wiped out by runaway
manufacturing and other sectors, ac- Ukrainian lawvmakers are debating pro- inflation four years ago. According to
cording to estimates by the UNEC. visions in the 1996 draft budget that call Anatoly Kolesnikov, chairman of the

for deep cuts in spending on education, Oshchadbank savings bank, "compen-
The European Union enlargement scientific research, health, and social sation certificates" worth 357 trillion
debate should not be focused on agricul- welfare programs, Ukrainian Radio re- karbovanets (about $2 billion) will be
ture, according to the EU's farm minis- ported 17 January. The current draft issued to holders ofmore than 54 million
ter, Jochen Borchert, speaking at an slashes spending for research from 1.7 savings accounts starting in February.
East-West forum held at Berlin's Green percent of GDP to 0.7 percent of GDP Certificate holders will be able to ex-
Week farm trade fair. Among the Euro- and for education from 10.0 percent of change them for shares at privatization
pean transition economies, the Czech GDP to 6.5 percent. The draft budget's auctions held across the country, or they
Republic, Hungary, and Poland have allocation for the country's school sys- may sell the certificates. (Privatization
achieved economic growth rates that tem would not be sufficient to cover certificates issued to each Ukrainian
demonstrate they are on the right path teachers' wages and student stipends. citizen in 1995 can only be used by the
toward membership. But these coun- (The Ukrainian government still owes individuals whose name and passport
tries need to restructure farming, as trillions of karbovantsi in back wages number they bear.) Accounts at the
well as create jobs in trade, crafts, and and stipends past due since autumn.)The savings bank were frozen on 1 January
industry, to offset job losses in agricul- draft budget also foresees a 4 percent 1992 during a period of high inflation,
ture. Twenty-six percent of the Polish cut in social spending and would finance and many people lost their life savings.
workforce was in agriculture at the end only 31 percent of the basic needs of The certificates will represent the ac-
of 1994 compared with 6 percent of Ukraine's state-run health care system. counts total from that time multiplied by
workers in the EU. The EU's Conmmon Subsidies for rents and utilities are to be 2,200. But that does not come close to
Agricultural Policy (CAP) must not be cut so as to cover only 60 percent of the compensating for inflation-annual price
undermined in the enlargement process, costs from I January and 80 percent as increases in 1993 alone came to more
Borchert said, stressing that the inter- of I July. Under the draft provisions, the than 10,000 percent.
governmental conference (IGC), to be average monthly utility bill for a two-
launched in March, should examine the room flat would amount to 10 million The Czech National Bank (CNB) has
reform of EU institutions before expan- karbovantsi (around $55). But the aver- launched a massive state bailout of the
sion goes forward. age monthly wage in Ukraine is only 8 troubled Ekoagrobanka (EAGB), plac-

million karbovantsi. The government has ing it under forced administration and
Latvia's 1996 budget deficit should not said the cuts are necessary in order to vowing to start measures to help all
exceed 60 million lati ($111 million), Fi- lower the budget deficit to 6 percent of smaller Czech banks. EAGB is among
nance Minister Aivars Kreituss an- GDP this year. the ten largest banks in the Czech Re-
nounced on 8 January. He noted that the public, with assets of around 19 billion
budget will have no funds for the re- Ukraine will privatize its only automo- koruny($700million)andsome 150,000
demption of certificates issued by the bile plant. The Avtozaz plant in Zapor- clients, mainly individuals and small busi-
previous government as compensation ozhye produces 60,000 cars annually, nesses. It has long had problems with
for property taken over by the state. most of which are exported to Russia. insufficient reserves to cover bad debts
Nor will it compensate depositors in Under the privatization plan, a quarter and losses from securities trading.
bankrupt banks or pay out 5 million lati of the company will remain in state Ekoagrobanka's problems stem from its
in subsidies owed to farmers. The fi- hands, 41 percent of the shares will be 10billioncrown($370million)loanport-
nanceministryhopestoputanendtothe offered to Ukrainian investment com- folio, 43 percent ofwhich was classified
special budgets of various ministries, panies and joint ventures, 12 percent as "problematic," the economic daily
which in 1995 spent 70-80 million lati will be offered to foreign buyers;,and 5 Hospodarske Noviny reported. (EAGB
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is the fifth Czech bank to face serious crease in consumer prices for medi- January. Negotiations over the next few
financial problems. The Czech National cines will be nearly 40 percent. weeks will focus on questions of taxa-
Bank intends to introduce regulations tion, foreign exchange regulations, in-
later this year forcing banks to raise Hungary will repay $1 billion of its for- ternational tax agreements, and ex-
their basic capital and reserves.) eign debt ahead of time this year using change oftax information. According to

record hard currency reserves accu- OECD officials, the practice of with-
The Czech Republic state budget ended mulated in 1995, central bank President holding banking information in Hungary
1995 with a surplus of 8.6 billion crowns Frigyes Harshegyi said. Of a total net must also be resolved. OECD countries
($320.7 million), Finance Minister Ivan foreign debt of $17 billion at the end of expect banks of member countries to
Kocamik announced. Revenue totaled 1995, Hungary will repay some $4.5 exchange information on clients sus-
438.5 billion crowns while expenditures billion to the World Bank and IMF in pected of fraud; access to such infor-
totaled 429.9 billion. The original 1995 1996, according to Harshegyi. Part of mation in Hungary is prohibited. After
budget forecast equal spending and re- the debt, $3.5 billion, is to expire this joining the OECD, banks will face fiercer
ceipts of 434.9 billion crowns. In De- year, but the central bank expects to competition. Three-fourths ofthe banks
cember parliament passed the country's make advance repayments worth about registered in Hungary are already ma-
fourth straight balanced budget plan. $1 billionandhasnoplanstotakefurther jority-owned by foreigners. Hungary
The 1996 budget forecasts equal rev- loans, wants a two-year grace period to meet
enue and expenditure of 497.6 billion an OECD membership requirement that
crowns. Hungary's gross debtwas 4,800 billion it allow foreign banks to open branches

HUF at the end of 1995 or 86.6 percent in the country, Finance Minster Bokros
Post and telephone fees in Hungary of the GDP, slightly less than the 87.9 announced. The country has to com-
rose on 1 January 1996, as did the price percent recorded in 1994. The state plete the restructuring and privatization
of fuel, coffee, alcohol, and cigarettes; budget debt at the end of 1995 reached of state-owned banks before Hungary
the rates for public transport and tele- 4,173.4 billion HUF, and the gross debt can liberalize cross-border banking,
communications; and the cost of medi- totaled 4,799.9 billion HUF when the Bokros added.
cines. As a result of a consumption tax debts of local govermnents and the so-
hike, prices for fuel rose by 15 percent, cial security fund were included. Al- Belarus President Alexander Luka-
for beer by 15 percent, spirits 13 to 14 though only about 28.5 percent of the shenkohas approvedaprivatizationplan
percent, cigarettes 15 to 20 percent, and gross state debt is domestic, 94.4 per- for 1996. A senior privatization official
gold and silverjewelry 22 to 26 percent. cent of the budget's debts fall in this said shares in at least 1,700 enterprises
Hungarian postal rates overall will in- category, since it is the Hungarian Na- would go on sale in 1996. As of I Janu-
crease by 20.3 percent, with the rate for tional Bank that finances most of the ary the minimum weekly wage was
standard letters rising by 16 percent and budget's domestic debt using foreign raised from 60,000 Belarussian rubles
the freight fee on parcels growing by 40 sources. The main problem for the na- to 100,000 (from $5 to $8.70).
percent. The price of rail tickets rose by tional bank, however, is the so-called
20 percent. Local public transport fares zero-interest debt caused by the devalu- Belarus has created a "currency corri-
will rise on average by 20 to 30 percent, ation ofthe national currency. This debt dor" limitingtheBelarussianruble'svalue
but in Budapest the increase will be 39 is slowly converted into long-term state to 11,300-13,100 to $ 1. This regulation is
percent (a ticket will cost HUF 50). bonds,butitseemsthat inl996aquicker to remain in place until 1 June. The
Companies involved in telecommunica- pace in the conversion will be neces- exchange rate against the Russian ruble
tions can request the Ministry of Trans- sary. The government's decision to de- is regulated the same way. In mid-Janu-
port, Telecommunication, and Water crease the zero-interest debts of the ary the National Bank ofBelarus limited
Management for a 28.3 percent maxi- budget, using some of the HUF 250 the amount of Russian and Belarussian
mum price increase. The ministry has billion Hungary posted in 1995 excess rubles that individuals can take out of
allowed Matav Rt to increase rates by privatization revenues, will alleviate the the country to 500 times the minimum
24 percent and mobile telephone com- situation. wage, which stands at 100,000 Belar-
panies to increase rates by 28.3 per- ussian rubles ($8.70).
cent. Producer and acquisition prices on Istvan Major, head of the Hungarian
medicines are to increase by 14 percent, team negotiating with the OECD, said (We appreciate the contributions of
half of which will be paid by the social Hungary may join the organization in Open Media Research Institute's
security organization. However, the in- April, Hungarian media reported on 18 Daily Digest)
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World Bank/IMF Agenda

Nuclear Safety Summit in Moscow tionalcommercialbanks,praisesthenew to fall below 8 or 9 percent, the country
IFC guidelines, publishedlastmonth (see would be unable to generate adequate

On April 19 and 20 the G-7 will hold a Transition, vol. 11-12, 1995, page 29). employment opportunities for its grow-
summit meeting in Moscow on nuclear The guidelines set out the conditions ing nonrural population. (China posted
security. One participant, French Presi- under which the IFC would agree to 10.2 percent growth in 1995.)
dent Jacques Chirac, expressed his hope advise governments on privatization or
that the World Bank would play a major help companies with share flotations. IMF Mammoth Loan to Moscow?
role in the international efforts to pre- But the IIF would like the IFC to rule
vent nuclear accidents. The Bank has itself out of competition with private Within the next few weeks IMF Board
already offered to help tighten nuclear investment banks for any advisory man- of Directors will decide whether to ap-
security in transition countries of Cen- date awarded by a bidding procedure. prove an extended finance facility (EFF)
tral and Eastem Europe, and to support The IFC intends to review its new guide- loan of $10.2 billion to Russia. Manag-
the agreement made with Ukraine to lines after twelve months to see whether ing Director Michel Camdessus an-
close the Chemobyl nuclear power sta- changes are needed. nounced on 21 February, during his
tion. Moscow visit, that he had reached an

China's Capital Market Needs agreement on the three-year EFF loan.
World Bank's Role Overhaul

The loan would support Russia's eco-
The World Bank's role is not only to lend China's capital markets, despite their nomic program aiming at 2 to 4 percent
money, but also to advise, World Bank rapid growth, need sweeping reforms, growth this year and 6 percent annual
President James Wolfensohn empha- suggests a new World Bank study, un- growth thereafter. The economic re-
sizes in a recent interview with the dertaken jointly with the China Securi- form program, supported by the loan,
French La Tribune Desfosses. "If we ties Regulatory Commission. The capi- would include measures to control the
were simply a bank teller, a few dozen tal markets are still struggling to fulfill budget deficit, slash inflation, help keep
people would suffice," Wolfensohn is their fundamental functions, such as the exchange rate stable, and provide
quoted as saying. "But we have a vast improving resource allocation and pro- support tothe poor. It also calls for more
advisory role The question I ask myself viding vehicles for risk management, progress on privatization. Camdessus
is not about the organization's bureau- the new study points out. The stock and said the first disbursement could come
cracy but rather: do we, or do we not, bond markets should be dominated by bymid-AprilandtheIMFwouldprovide
have enough personnel trained for the free market elements, with a minimum $4 billion over the first year. Monthly
specific and concrete advice we need to of government intervention, and, simul- monitoring will ensure that Russia will
develop?" Separately, Martin Wolf in a taneously, an adequate law enforcement continue to meet agreed targets. A com-
Financial Times book review quotes mechanism should be put in place. promise has been reached that Russian
William Ryrie, the former IFC chief, export tariffs on oil and natural gas will
author of "First World, Third World," Chances of China's Continuing be abolished in the next few months.
who contends that "the aid movement Growth
has lost its way." Ryrie believes that IMF Withholds Next Standby
international institutions can help pro- China could continue to grow by up to 8 Tranche from Ukraine
mote private enterprise, Wolf notes, but or 9 percent in the next decade if it
that aid has too often thwarted private pursues reforms aimed at improving its The release of the IMF's $350 million
investment by financing inefficient pub- infrastructure. This growth target is at- fourth tranche of a $1.5 billion standby
lic sector alternatives. tainable as long as China maintains its loan to Ukraine has been delayed until

current high rate of domestic savings, its parliament approved the 1996 budget
IIF Praises IFC Guidelines World Bank Director Nicholas Hope stipulating a 3.5 percent deficit. Both

said in Paris. If China grew much faster the IMF and World Bank are supporting
A report ofthe Washington-based Insti- than that, logistical and management a program that would accelerate struc-
tute ofInternational Finance (IIF), which problems could begenerated bythe rapid tural economic reforms and privatiza-
usually voices the views of the interna- pace. But if China's growth rate were tion. Once the government's economic
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reform program progresses, the IMF take years for export agencies and banks IDA Credits to Viet Nam...
will begin discussions on a new $2.5 to regain confidence in Algeria.)
billion three-year loan. The International Development Asso-

The World Bank and Croatia ciation (IDA) on 11 January approved
World Bank Loan to Algeria? two credits, totaling $151.2 million, for

In February theWorld Bank and Croatia two health care projects in Viet Nam, to
World Bank Director Daniel Ritchie said began negotiations on a loan aimed at be completed by the year 2002. The
that the World Bank would put forward helping the country reform its capital $101.2 million National Health Support
to its Board this year a $300 million market. Marinko Papuga, director of Project will provide greater access to
structural adjustment loan for Algeria. the Zagreb Stock Exchange, said Croatia primaryhealth care for 19 million people
The loan will focus on privatization and had met the main precondition to enlist- in fifteen of the country's poorest prov-
financial sector reform. Ritchie saidthat ing the Bank's aid by passing a vital inces. A second credit, the $50 million
privatizing Algeria's largest public en- securities law in December. With the Population and Family Health Project,
terprises, which are operating at 50 per- proposed loan, the Bank is expected to aims at improved family planning for 7
cent of capacity, is unrealistic at this shoulder $9.5 million of an extensive million couples. The government's tar-
time. Rather, the Bank's program would operation to set up basic market institu- get by 2000 is to reduce the national
support Algeria's efforts to privatize a tions and technical infrastructure. population growth rate to 1.7 percent a
large share ofapproximately 1,500 small year, hold the population size to 82 mil-
enterprises, small units of larger enter- IMF Eases Public Access lion, and achieve a national infant mor-
prises, and local services. Privatizing tality rate of 30 per 100,000 live births
these smaller activities, from hotels and The IMF will give the public access to and a national maternal morbidity rate
food processing plants to the provision most IMF documents that are more than of 70 per 100,000.
of municipal trash collection services, thirty years old, the Fund announced.
will require smaller investments and are The decision to open the archives fol- ...and to Angola
not likely to lead to layoffs. lows a number of other initiatives taken

by the IMF to achieve greater openness The IDA on 21 December approved a
IMF Support to Algeria with respect to its operations and activi- credit of $24 million for a four-year

ties. The IMF decided, however, to keep social action project in Angola. The credit
In December IMF Managing Director private a few "highly confidential or will finance subprojects identified, pre-
Michel Camdessus, on a two-day trip to sensitive" documents, regardless oftheir pared, and implemented by local com-
Algeria, praised the country's economic age. munities and will also finance research
performance. The trip preceeded the and monitoring of poverty and other
IMF's first review ofAlgeria's economic International Bank for Environmen- social issues.
reforms. A year ago the IMF provided tal Settlements?
Algeria with a three-year $1.8 billion Ethiopia's Debt Relief
extended financing facility (EFF) to re- As the turn of the century looms, the
place a $1 billion standby credit. Foreign industrial world's voracious appetite for Ethiopia's creditors have written off as
exchange reserves at the end of Sep- natural resources threatens to change much as $230 million ofEthiopia's $270
tember 1995totaled$1.9billion,equalto irrevocably the earth's atmosphere and million commercial bank debt. World
two months of imports, instead of the its global climate, writes Graciela Bank Director James Adams said in
targeted $2.3 billion. (At present, only Chichilnisky, economics professor and Addis Ababa that talks were under way
Belgium, France, and Italy provide Al- holder of the UNESCO chair in math- to write off the additional $25 million
geria with export guarantees, while the ematics and economics at Columbia within a couple of weeks. Ethiopia re-
United States provides credit for cereal University, in the Financial Times. To ceived the debt elimination deal under
exports. The IMF expects other coun- achieve an environmentally conserva- the World Bank's Commercial Debt Re-
tries to resume cover once the resched- tive society without hindering produc- duction Program. Britain and the Neth-
uling ofAlgeria's public debt is finalized tivity and dynamism, a new Intema- erlands paid $6 million each while the
in bilateral agreements to be reached by tional Bank for Environmental World Bank through IDA granted $21
March. Bankers who follow the Alge- Settlements shouldbe setup, which could million toward the debt relief. Ethiopia
rian economy, however, said it would operate as a clearing house for the en- has a total external debt of over $4

vironmental market. billion.
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Conference Diary

For the Record A conference sponsored by the Ameri- Media Markets in Central and East-
can Conference Institute. Topics in- ern Europe and the CIS: Develop-
cluded: Current projects in Eastern Eu- ments in Television and Radio

Communications for Development rope, Russia, and the NIS; Project Broadcasting
March 11, 1996, Washington, D.C., financing in Eastern Europe; Foreign March 21-22, Warsaw, Poland
United States exchange regulation and repatriation of

profits to the United States and third A conference sponsored by the Adam
A workshop sponsored by External countries; Legal considerations in project Smith Institute. Western and Eastern
Affairs, the World Bank, and the Eco- development and financing; Privatiza- broadcasters and producers, policy-
nomic Development Institute. The work- tion and recent transactions; Financing makers, govermment and industry orga-
shop was held to assess the Bank's and the privatization process; New en- nizations, financial and trade organiza-
present and future role in a world where terprise funds; The build, own, andtrans- tions, and entrepreneurs and investors
communications and civic education fer model for infrastructure projects in met, with a view to formulating a coher-
have emerged as critical to effective emerging markets; The role of develop- ent vision of the future of media in Cen-
reformn and lasting development. The ment agencies; and Dispute resolution, tral and Eastern Europe and the CIS.
session planned to: litigation, and enforceability ofjudgments. Industry experts gave an account of the
-Review work under way to assist com- Information: American Conference region's integration into the European
munications efforts and share best prac- Institute, 1 75-Fifth Avenue, Suite and international environment and pro-
tices. What has worked and what has 2182, New York, NY 10010, United vided an opportunity to meet policy-
not. States, tel. (416) 926-8200, fax (416) makers from the local broadcasting au-
-Make a broader assessment of poten- 927-1563, (Email: cicomm@aio.org). thorities. Topics included: Impact of
tial needs of Part II countries, and our international media dynamics on coun-
capacity to respond. Doing Business with Central Asia tries in Central and Eastern Europe and
-Examine problem areas and risks, in- March 18-19, 1996, New York City, the CIS; Potential of cable and satellite
eluding provision of adequate support United States television; Economics of building new
and monitoring activities, politicization media businesses in CEE and the CIS;
of reform programs, and use of consult- A conference sponsored by the Ameri- Protecting and enforcing intellectual
ants. can Conference Institute. Internation- property rights of broadcasters; Legal
-Analyze roles and missions of various ally recognized experts presented their implications of establishing media ven-
units within the Bank with respect to views of the economic, geopolitical, le- tures in CEE and the CIS; Monitoring
communications for development. How gal, and accounting regimes and invest- cross-border ownership and media con-
does EDI's approach differ from that of ment climate in Central Asia. Topics centration; and Development of suc-
External Affairs or RVP? How are included: Foreign investment in Central cessful marketing strategies.
Resident Representatives responding in Asia; Petroleum ventures; Accounting Information: Conference Division,
the field? How can we coordinate? What and tax issues regarding investing in 11-13 Charterhouse Buildings, Lon-
common guidelines can be established? Central Asia; Border disputes and the don, EC1M 7AN, United Kingdom
*Set in motion a process to define what status of the Caspian Sea; Mining ven- tel. (441 71) 490-3774, fax (44171)
the Bank will take on in the sphere of tures; Securitiesmarkets; Business-gov- 490-8932, (Email: 100451.3122@
communications for development. ernment partnerships; Privatization, compuserve. com).
Information: Gina Jones-Quarterly, Projectfinancing; Foreigncorruptprac-
the World Bank, 1818 H Street, N. W, tices act; Real estate opportunities; Dis- Forthcoming
Room 4-124, Washington, D.C. pute resolution and litigation; and Cur-
20036, tel. (202) 473-1863. rency regulation and convertibility.

Information: American Conference Russian Tax Investment and Bank-
Financing in Eastern Europe, Rus- Institute, 175-Fifth Avenue, Suite ing Climate: Impact on Western
sia, and the Newly Independent 2182, New York, NY 10010, United Business
States States, tel. (416) 926-8200, fax (416) March 28-29, 1996, New York City,
March 11-12, 1996, New York, United 927-1563, (Email: cicomm@io.org). New York, United States
States
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Sponsored by the Geonomics Institute, Banking Failures: Crisis or Opportunity Republics and Azerbaijan. Representa-
inconjunctionwiththe InternationalTax for Reform (Frederick S. Mishkin, and tives oflocal telecommunications minis-
and Investment Center. Event will con- Gerard Caprio and Daniela Klingebiel); tries and companies will meet top-level
vene senior-level Russian officials from Reducing Poverty: Targeted Programs executives from Western government,
the Ministry of Finance, the State Tax and Rural Credit (Timothy Besley and the telecommunications industry and
Service, and the central bank, key mem- Ernest Aryeetey); Legal Systems and business to find out which are the most
bers of the newly elected Duma, and Economic Development (Robert D. suitabletelecommunications systems for
Western and Russian business execu- Cooter and Avner Grief); and Labor this area and the investment issues re-
tives to discuss Russia's investment cli- and Environmental Standards in Inter- lated to them.
mate in this post-Duma, pre-Presiden- national Trade (Alan Krueger and Kym Information: Ludmilla Naumova, The
tial election period. Yuri Vorontsov, Anderson). Participation by non-Bank Adam Smith Institute, 11-13 Charter-
Russian Ambassador to the United and non-IMF staff by invitation only. house Buildings, London ECiM 7AN,
States, will make a keynote address. Information: Boris Pleskovic or Gre- United Kingdom, tel. (441 71) 490-
Information: Geonomics Institute, 14 gory Ingram, Research Advisory 3774, fax (44171) 490-8932.
Hillcrest Avenue, Middlebury, Ver- Staff, the World Bank, 1818 H Street,
mont 05753, United States, tel. (802) N. W, Room N7-031, Washington, 50th Anniversary of the Faculty of
388-9619, fax (802) 388-9627. D.C. 20433, United States, tel. (202) Economics in Ljubljana Interna-

473-1062, fax (202) 477-0955. tional Conference
Eighth Annual Bank Conference on September 18-19. 1996, Ljubljana,
Development Economics (ABCDE) Telecommunications Development Slovenia
April 25-26, 1996, Washington, D.C., in Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan,
United States Kyrgystan, Tajikistan, Turkmeni- Conference will discuss the transition

stan, and Uzbekistan process in former socialist countries,
The conference will be inaugurated by June 1996, Istanbul, Turkey incorporation of these transition econo-
World Bank President James D. mies into the world economy, and the
Wolfensohn and sponsored by Michael As part of a series on telecommunica- latest achievements in business and in-
Bruno, Senior Vice President Develop- tions development in the former Soviet formation science. The conference will
ment Economics and Chief Economist republics, the conference will analyze also recognize the Faculty of Econom-
with a keynote address by Joseph E. investment opportunities in the telecom- - ics in Ljubljana as a scientific, research
Stiglitz. Conference sessions include: munications market inthe Central Asian and pedagogic institution. The following

topics will be covered: Macroeconomic
problems of transition; Microeconomic

Conflict of Interest problems oftransition; Industrial policy
in transition; Human resource manage-
ment in transition; Liberalization of na-
tional economies with internationaliza-
tion of enterprises; and Strategic
development of enterprises, manage-

t .~ ment, and information systems in enter-
-. .4' ' . -. , - .'~~~~~~ prises in the transition. Richard Portes,

¼~~~ Z~~~~~' ~~~4 .~~London Business School, CEPR, will be
the key speaker.
Information: Professor Janez Pras-i<.) ..- ,- .r << sw.>. , nikar, Faculty of Economics,

'. . Kardeljeva plosead 17, 61000 Ljub-
4; . t w 7 ¢ n -; . . .N1Ijana, Slovenia, tel. (38661) 189-

K{>t ; ..j\1 2500, fax (38661) 345-419, (Email:
- ~~I 7~~ janez.prasnikar@uni-lj. sij). For reg-

istration forms, abstracts, and ac-
commodation: Milena Pervanje, Fac-

From the Russian magazine Deloviye Lyudi ulty of Economics, CISEF; Kardeljeva
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plosead 17, 61000 Ljubljana, ket entry in CEE countries; Market en- Chadraba, Kellstadt Center for Mar-
Slovenia, tel. (38661) 342-662, fax try through exports versus market entry keting Analysis and Planning, DePaul
(38661) 345-419, (Email: milena. via capital investment; Acquisitions as University, 1 East Jackson Boulevard,
pervanje@uni-lj.si). opposed to joint ventures in CEE; Mar- Chicago, Illinois 60604, United

keting strategies to reach CEE consum- States, tel. (312) 362-6200, fax (312)
Reciprocity, Redistribution, and ers; Marketing-mix-decisions for mar- 362-5647, (Email: pchadrab@
Exchange: Re-Embedding the kets in CEE; Financial strategies for wppost.de paul.edu).
Economy in Culture and in Nature opening CEE markets; and Case stud-
November 1996, Montreal, Canada ies of CEE experiences by Western We greatly appreciate the data pro-

firns. vided by the Cooperation Bureau for
Organized by Karl Polanvi Institute of Information: Professor Dr Reiner Economic Research on Eastern Eu-
Political Economy, Concordia Univer- Springer, Wirtschaftsuniversitat Wien, rope, Berlin-Dahlem, Germany, tel.
sity. Althanstr 51, 1090 Wien, Austria, tel. (4930) 8977-0832, fax (4930) 8977-
Information: Karl Polanyi Institute (4313)133-64371, fax (4313) 133- 0899, (Email: diw334tr@db0diwll.
of Political Economy, Concordia 6751, (Email: springer@isis.wu- diw-berlin.de).
University, 1455 De Maisonneuve wien.ac.at); or Professor Dr Petr
Blvd. West, Montreal, Quebec H3G
IM8, Canada, tel. (514) 848-2580, Belt Tightening

fax (514) 848-2577.

Marketing Strategies for Central
and Eastern Europe
December 4-6, 1996, Vienna, Austria

Annual conference of the Kellstadt
CenterforMarketingAnalysis andPlan-
ning, DePaul University, Chicago and
the Department of International Busi-
ness Administration, University of Eco-
nomics and Business Adlministration,
Vienna.

A primary goal of the conference is to
promote intemational dialogue between
business and government leaders from
Central and Eastern Europe and West-
ern industrial countries. The conference
will present information about economic
transformnation in CEE, and the stimula- r_
tion of entrepreneurial activity in the
region, and will contribute to the theory
of global marketing. A central question
raised will be whether, and how, mar-
keting concepts can be adapted for the
cultivation of markets in economies un-
dergoing transition.

Empirical research, case studies, and
records of discussion sessions are
sought, addressing such topics as: Com-
parative analysis of conditions of mar- From thePolish WeeklyZycye Gospodarczy.
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New Books and Working Papers
The PRDTE unit of the World Bank regrets that it is unable to
supply the publications listed

World Bank Publications Ulrich Lachler, Interest Rates, Credit, Other

and Economic Adjustment in Nica-

To receive ordering and price infor- ragua, WPS no. 1529, 1995, 30 p. Jonathan Klavens and Anthony

mation for publications of the World Zamparutti, Foreign Direct Invest-

Bank, write: World Bank, PO. Box Nicaragua's dollar-equivalent and real ment and Environment in Central

7247-8619, Philadelphia, PA 19170, interest rates are not unusually high by and Eastern Europe: A Survey, 1995,

USA, tel. (202)473-1155, fax (202) regional standards. A sustained reduc- 44 p.

676-0581; or visit the World Bank tion of interest rates below the regional

bookstores, in the United States, 701- average may be possible, but would re- Foreign investors can assist Central and

18th Street, N W, Washington, D.C., quire further major structural reform. East European countries in their transi-

or in France, 66 avenue d'lena, To order: Gerry Carter, Room 14-308, tion to market-based economies by pro-
75116, Paris, (Email: books@world tel. (202) 473-0603, fax (202) 676- viding capital, managerial expertise, and

bank.org) (Internet: http://www.world 1464, (Email: gcarter@,world bank. new technologies to modernize existing
bank. org/) org). manufacturing enterprises and help in-

tegrate them into the world economy.

Discussion Papers: Branko Milanovic, Poverty, Inequal- Most countries in the region, as part of

ity, and Social Policy in Transition theirprivatizationprograms,areencour-

Ejaz Ghani and Hyoungsoo Zang, Is Economies,WPS no. 1530, 1995, 56p. agingforeignerstoinvestinstate-owned

Ethiopia's Debt Sustainable?, WPS enterprises as these are transferred in

no. 1525, 1995,14 p. What happens to poverty and income whole or in part to private hands.

inequality during the early period oftran-

The international development commu- sition to a market economy? Poverty A thousand large corporations in min-

nity has begun to recognize that options rises and income inequality widens. ing, construction, and manufacturing

aimed at providing debt relief to coun- Better targeting of social assistance and ranked the importance of environmen-

tries where debt is not sustainable need pension reform are the necessary policy tal issues in their investment decisions in

to be seriously explored. To order: Afsar reforms. To order: Grace Evans, Room Central and Eastern Europe, and in par-

Nokhostin, Room J10-285, tel. (202) N9-058, tel. (202) 458-5783, fax ticular, in Hungary, Poland, and the
473-4150, fax (202) 473-8262, (202) 522-1151, (Email: gevansg former Czech and Slovak Federal Re-

(Email: Anokhostin@world bank. world bank.org). public (CSFR). These companies rated

org). environmental risks as being equally

Gerard Caprio, Jr. and Dimitri Vittas, important as exchange rate risks and

Cheryl W. Gray and Kathryn Hendley, Financial History: Lessons of the political risks. Mostcompanies consider

Developing Commercial Law in Past for Reformers of the Present, economic risks (uncertainty over a

Transition Economies: Examples WPS no. 1535, 1995,26 p. country'seconomicprospects)andbusi-

from Hungary and Russia, WPS no. ness risks (commercial and competitive

1528, 1995,48 p. The environment in which financial in- risks) as more important than environ-

stitutions operate has changed greatly, mental risks.

Three factors are essential to imple- but the history of financial development

ment decentralized legal frameworks in offers important lessons for today. To Potential liability arising from past envi-

any setting: reasonable laws, adequate order: Daniele Evans, Room N9-061, ronmental practices was the most im-

institutions, and market-oriented incen- tel. (202) 473-8526, fax (202) 522- portant environmental issue for inves-

tives. In transition economies all three 1955, (Email: pinfo@world bank. tors, followed closely by concem about

must to a large extent be built from org). liability for present and future practices

scratch. To order: Grace Evans, Room anduncertainty over future environmen-

N9-058, tel. (202) 458-5783, fax Country Studies tal standards. Of lesser importance for
(202) 522-1151, (Email: gevans@ Understanding Poverty in Poland, companies were the costs of complying

world bank. org). World Bank Country Study, 1995,201 p. with emissions standards, costs related
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to worker health and safety, the lack of ***** National Accounts: Central and
clean water, and the unavailability of Eastern Europe, October 1995, 120 p.
legal and affordable waste management CEPR Discussion Papers
services. Eighty-five percent of compa- Promoting Cleaner and Safer Indus-
nies make serious assessments of envi- To order: Centre for Economic Policy trial Production in Central and East-
ronmental conditions at potential invest- Research, 25-28 Old Burlington ern Europe, September 1995, 146 p.
ment sites. Street,London WIX]LB, United King-

dom, tel. (44171) 878-2900, fax Reviews of National Science and
* * * * * (44171) 878-2999. Technology Policy: Poland, October

1995, 171 p.
IMF Working Papers Carmela Martin, The Impact of EU

Trade Agreements with Central and Review of Agricultural Policies: The
To order ILFpublications: IMF Pub- East European Countries: The Case Czech Republic, October 1995, 300 p.
lication Services, 700-19th Street, of Spain, CEPR no. 1238, September
N.W, Washington, D.C. 20431, 1995,33p. Russian Federation 1994-1995,
United States, tel. (202) 623-7430, October 1995, 188 p.

fax (202) 623-7201. BrianPintoandSwedenvanWijnbergen,
Ownership and Corporate Control Small Business in Transition Econo-

Ratna Sahay and Carlos A. Vegh, in Poland: Why State Firms Defied mies, October 1995, 140 p.
Dollarization in Transition Econo- the Odds, CEPR no. 1273, December
mies: Evidence and Policy Implica- 1995,39p.
tions, IMF WP no. 95/96, 1995, 28 p.

JurgenvonHagen, EastGermany: The Urban Institute Publications, Wash-
Asinmanyhigh-inflationmarketecono- Economics of Kinship, CEPR no. ington, D.C.
mies, the use of foreign currencies (cur- 1296, November 1995, 39 p.
rency substitution) has been on the rise To order: The Urban Institute, 2100
in several transition economies. This BernardHoekmanandSimeonDjankov, M Street, N. W, Washington, D.C.
phenomenon raises concerns regarding Catching Up with Eastern Europe? 20037, United States, fax (202) 466-
policymakers' ability to conduct mon- The European Union's Mediterra- 3982.
etary and exchange rate policy effec- nean Free Trade Initiative, CEPR
tively andthe inflationary consequences no. 1300, November 1995, 35 p. Jennifer Daniell, Alexander Puzanov,
of a lower stock of real domestic money. and Raymond Struyk, Housing Priva-
This is particularly worrisome in those ** * * * tization in Moscow: Who Privatizes
transition economies where budget defi- and Why, April 1993, 20 p.
cits are large and the instruments of OECD Publications
monetary control are poorly developed. Jennifer Daniell and Raymond Struyk,
Between 1990 and 1994, with the ad- To order: OECD Press Division, 2 Tracking Change in Moscow's
vent of radical market reforms since the rue Andre-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex Housing Sector, August 1993, 28 p.
early 1990s, deposits in domestic bank- 16, France, tel. (331) 4524-8088, fax
ing systems denominated in foreign cur- (331) 4524-8003; in the United States, Olga Z. Kaganova, Development of
rencies have generally risen rapidly. This 2001 L Street, N. W, Suite 650, Wash- the Market for New Housing in
dollarization process, however, has var- ington, D.C. 20036-4910, tel. (202) Seven Cities of the Russian Fed-
iedconsiderablyacrosscountries,and- 785-6323, fax (202) 785-0350, book eration in 1993, March 1995, 56 p.
unlike in several Latin American coun- orders (1-800-456-6323).
tries-has abated where inflation has Private enterprise can supply new hous-
been brought under control. Environmental Funds in Economies ing without subsidy to wealthy foreign-

in Transition, December 1995, 150 p. ers and prosperous Russians despite
Michael Sarel, Growth in East Asia: numerous technical, financial, and regu-
What We Can and What We Cannot Hungary 1994-1995, September 1995, latory obstacles. Enterprises, however,
Infer from It, IMFWP no. 95/98,1995, 200 p. will not be able to provide unsubsidized
23 p. housing for ordinary Russians unless
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municipal governments reduce their To order: Leuven Institute for Cen- To order: Carnegie Commission on
current development programs, and tral and East European Studies, Blijde Preventing Deadly Conflict, 2400 N
short-term credits for residential con- Inkomststraat 5, 3000 Leuven, Bel- Street, N. W, Sixth Floor, Washing-
struction and long-term loans for home gium, tel. (3216) 285-340, fax (3216) ton, D.C. 20037-1153, United States,
purchase become generally available. 285-344. tel. (202) 429-7979, fax (202) 429-
The availability of credit, in turn, de- 9291, (Email: pdc%carnegie@mc
pends on currency stabilization, between Johan F. M. Swinnen, Does Compen- imail.com).
January 1992 and October 1994, sating for Disruptions Stimulate
Russia's official consumer price index Reforms: The Case of Agrarian Nicholas Eberstadt, The Tyranny of
rose from 100 to 9,797, reducing the Reform in Central Europe, Working Numbers: Mismeasurement and
purchasing power of the ruble to about Paper no. 43, 1995, 39 p. Misrule, American Enterprise Insti-
one percent of its initial value. tute, Washington, D.C., 1995, 305 p.

Johan F. M. Swinnen, Endogenous To order: The AEI Press, c/o Pub-
Sheila O'Leary, Residential Real Es- Price and Trade Policy Develop- lisher Resources, Inc., 1224 Heil
tate Transactions in the Russian ments in Central European Agri- Quaker Blvd, P0. Box 7001, La
Federation, February 1995, 93 p. culture, Working Paper no. 45, 1995, Vergne, Tennessee 37086-7001,

26p. United States.
Raymond J. Struyk and Karen Angelici,
Initial Evaluation of Private Main- Barbara Fakin and Alain de Emerging Capital Markets in Rus-
tenance for Moscow's Municipal Crombrugghe, Patterns of Govern- sia: Mid-Year Update, Geonomics
Housing Stock, August 1993, 13 p. ment Expenditure and Taxation in Business Development Forum,

Transition versus OECD Econo- Middlebury, 1995,66p.
Raymond J. Struyk and Alexander S. mies, Working Paperno. 46, 1995,51 p.
Puzanov, Monitoring Russia's Early Russia's capital markets surged lastyear,
Experience with Housing Allow- as a result of emerging leadership, an
ances, January 1995, 23 p. improving investmcnt climatc, increased

Other Books and Working Papers transparency, growing flows of more
reliable company information, and sev-

Jose F. Alonso and Armando M. Lago, eral infrastructure developments. The
Slovak Academy of Sciences The Foreign Assistance Require- capital markets, to be sure, are still im-
Publications, Kosice, Slovakia ments of a Democratic Cuba: A First mature; progress is hampered by wide-

Approximation, Discussion Paper no. spread public distrust of business and
To order: Watsonova 47, 043 53 1, La Sociedad Econ6mica, London, government, an inadequate judicial sys-
Kosice, Slovak Republic, tel. (42) 95- April 1994,63 p. tem, weak law enforcement, and an
38115, fax (42) 95-37108, (Email: underdeveloped regulatory system.
imrsas@linuxl.saske.sk). Constitutions of Central and East- To order: Geonomics Institute, 14

ern European Countries and Baltic Hillcrest Avenue, Middlebury, Ver-
Eduard Mikelka, Foreign Direct In- States, SIGMA Papers no. 2, Paris, mont 05753, United States, tel. (802)
vestment in Slovakia, 1995, 33 p. December 1995, 32 p. 388-9619, fax (802) 388-9627.

To order: SIGMA, 2 rue Andre-Pas-
Foreign Trade of the Slovak Repub- cal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16, France, Tim Hanstad and Li Ping, Land Re-
lic, 1995, 44 p. tel. (331) 4524-8200, fax (331) 4524- form in China: Auctioning Rights to
Labor Market in the Slovak Repub- 1300. Wasteland, Rural Development Insti-
lic 1995 49 tute, Washington, October 1995, 31 p.

'ic, 1995, p. Larry Diamond, Promoting Democ- To order: Rural Development Insti-
racy in the 1990s: Actors and In- tute, 1100 NE Campus Parkway, Se-
struments, Issues and Imperatives, attle, Washington 98105, United

Leuven Institute for Central and Carnegie Commission on Preventing States, tel. (206) 528-5880, fax (206)
East Europea StudieDeadly Conflict, Washington, D.C., 528-5881, (Email: rdi@u.washin-

Belgium December 1995, 86 p. gton.edu).
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Raita Kamite and Inna Dovladbekova, Development and International Rela- the performance of the military indus-
Institutions of Public Finance in tions, IRMO, vol. 5(1-2),Zagreb, 1995, try. Military production has once again
Latvia, Riga, November 1995, 46 p. 266p. Toorder: InstituteforInterna- been made viable. Between 1992 and
To order: Institute of Economics, tional Relations, Ljudevita Farkasa 1994, in reaction to the dramatic and
Latvian Academy of Sciences, 19 Vukotinovica 2, PO. Box 303, 10000 abrupt reductions of military procure-
Turgeneva St., LV-1 003, Riga, Latvia, Zagreb, Croatia, tel. (01) 4554-522, ment as well as the sweeping changes
tel. (371) 222-2830, fax (371) 782- fax (01) 444-059. withintheRussianeconomicframework,
1289. defense enterprises secured their im-

The Russian Far East: A Business mediatesurvivalthroughvariousadjust-
Michael Landesmann and Josef Poschl, Reference Guide [second edition], ment strategies. To order: Bonn Inter-
Balance-of-Payments Constrained Russian Far East Update, Washington, national Center for Conversion, An
Growth in Central and Eastern Eu- 1996, 256 p. To order: Russian Far der Elisabethkirche 25. 53113 Bonn,
rope and Scenarios of East-West East Update, PO. Box 22126, Se- Germany, tel. (49228) 911-960, fax
Integration,WIIW no. 222, Vienna, attle, Washington 98122, United (49228) 241-215.
1995, 30 p. To order: The Vienna Insti- States, tel. (206) 447-2668, fax (206)
tute for Comparative Economic Stud- 628-0979. World Markets in 1996, and Adden-
ies (WIIW), Oppolzergasse 6, A-1010 dum: Special Summit Briefing, World
Wien, Vienna, tel. (431) 533-6610, Social Security Programs through- Markets Research Centre, London,

fax (431) 533-661050. out the World, 1995, Research Re- 1996, 197 p. and 63 p. To order: World
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Readers Survey
Dear Reader,

The Transition Newsletter is approaching its sixth anniversary. We would like your response to the following
questions in order to better serve your needs. Please answer the following questions and fax, email, or mail your
response to the address on the back of this page. (Our fax numbers are: 202- 522-1152 and 202-522-1151; Email:
JProchnowWalker@worldbank.org or Rhirschler@worldbank.org).

1. Please circle your field of work
Academia Business Banking Government Media Other

Please Indicate

2. How do you benefit from the newsletter? (teaching material, source for business decisions; tool for
working out policies, General information, etc.)

3. Please rate each section for its value as an information source.
1 Extremely Useful 2 Fairly Useful 3 Less Useful

Feature Articles Book of the Month Milestones

New Books and Working Papers Bibliography of Selected Articles
_ Quotation of the Month World BankIlMF Agenda __ Conferences

4. Your suggestions for improving the newsletter:

5. Please fill in your name and address so that we can bring our mailing list up to date:
Name: Organization:
Address:
Telephone: Fax: Email:

Thank you for your support. It is l uvaluable to us.

Richard Hirschler
Editor
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